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Milestone Birthdays Celebrated
nAda Stenclik - 95 on January 10
nRoss Broughton - 80 on January 25
nEvelyn Oakes - 80 on January 31
nKen Savory - 80 on February 24
nHoward Goode - 75 on February 25
nRuth Martin - 80 on March 3
nBetty Goode - 75 on March 8
nStan Voigt - 80 on March 15
nJim Tiller - 75 on March 31
Vera Overbaugh - 85 on April 17
Mary Culliford - 85 on April 24
nDonna Healey - 75 on April 29
nFrank Feth 80 - May 22
Irene Nicoll - 90 on May ??
nDoug Gundry - 75 on May 29
nAda Casselton - 90 on June 15
nJim Cruise - 85 on June 26
nOni MacLachlan - 75 on June 26
nWilly Pollet - 75 on June 29
nJune Miller - 75 on June 29

In Memoriam
Dorothy Harriet Sitter - 92 - on January 3
Pharailde Georgina Vanhooren - 96 - on January 10
Deborah Anne “Debbie” (Gray) Margetan - 52 - on January 12
Jeffrey David Andrew Carroll - 29 - on January 23
Rachelle (Pieters) Jenkins - 81 - on February 9
Christine Murdoch (Russell) Melville - 83 - on February 11
Daniel David Van Hooren - 54 - on February 12
Annie Ruth (Newland) Forrest - 84 - on March 18
Valerie Ann Chambers - 72 - on April 25
Kenneth Earl Smith - 67 - on April 28
Wayne Harold Madole - 73 - on April 29
Elaine Topp - on April 29
Rick Vervaeke - 53 - on May 5
Gerald Edward “Ted” Ferris - 77 - on May 3
John McCrory - 74 - on May 21
Kenneth Aaron Armstrong - 78 - on June 7

OVER 90 CLUB
Lorraine Burke - 91 on January 9
nLaura Snow - 93 on January 17
nKathleen Lloyd - 96 on April 12
Audrey Bingleman - 97 on April 15
Minnie Cullimore - 92 on April 29
nMarion Chadwick - 91 on May 6

Milestone Anniversaries Celebrated
Eleanor and Roger Vermeulen - 45th on February 12
nJoan and David Norman - 40th on February 14
Frances and Armin Kunkel - 50th on April 23
nRuth and nJohn Clayton - 55th on May 14
nRose and nFred Ludwig - 50th on May 14
Gloria and Don Dutton - 60th on May 24

The Vittoria & District Foundation tries to present all folks who
have a “Vittoria Connection” who are celebrating a Milestone
Birthday or Anniversary with a framed congratulatory certificate.
No doubt there are many who fall in this category who we do not
know about.
We feel it is possible that, due to circumstances beyond our
control a few of you who had a milestone birthday (75, 80, 85, 90,
etc.) or a milestone anniversary (40, 45, 50, etc.) between January 1
and June 30 of this year may have inadvertently been missed. If we
did miss you, or someone you know, please call Roger at
519-426-0234 and we will try to rectify it.
(We define a “Vittoria Connection” rather loosely as a present
resident, or a former resident, or a member of The Vittoria &
District Foundation, or a member of some other Vittoria district
club or organization.)

OVER 60 CLUB
Lois and Howard McCall - 63rd on March 6
nLarry Cable's mother watched her son read the Bible to

their cat. “Isn't that sweet?” she said.
But an hour later, she heard a terrible racket and found
Larry stuffing the cat into a bucket of water.
“Larry, what are you doing?”
“I'm baptizing Muffin,” he replied.
“But cats don't like to be in water.”
“Well, then, he shouldn't have joined my church.”
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THE VITTORIA & DISTRICT FOUNDATION
EXTENDS SINCERE THANKS TO ALL
CONTRIBUTORS TO OUR 2010 AUCTION
Aitken Chevrolet (Ron Cripps)
nBrenda and nLarry Assel
nAlex Banyasz
nPat Barker
nToby Barrett
Bernhaven (Bernie Wesseling)
nMarian and nRon Bezzo
Rob Blake and Family
nPeter Bosma
Bradfield Monuments & Garden
Centre (Melody and Jack
Bradfield)
nLenore Broughton
nMary and nLarry Cable
Carquest Auto Parts
Chad's Welding (nDoug
Chadwick)
nJackie Chadwick
Judy and Marvin Chambers
Cherwaty’s (Teresa and Don
Wittig)
nJames Christison
Ed Chapple
The Cider Keg (nJoan and
nTom Haskett and nCheryl
Peck)
Cindy Clapdorp
nRuth and nJohn Clayton
nHelen Colombus
Cooper Tyme Real Estate
Brokerage (nBrenda Cooper
and nDan Koluk)
County Corks (Jim Dunn)
Evelyn and Richard Creek
nMaebelle and nDoug
Cruickshank
nPam and nRoger Cruickshank
Jr.
nTwila and nRoger Cruickshank
Jassen Cullimore and Family
Karen Culver
nSusan and nGeorge Davidson
Dekoning Meats
nPatti Dobias and Tracey
Frystak of First Stop Barber
Shop

nCharlotte and nJohn
Donaldson
nVirginia and nTom Drayson
nDoris and nStacey Dutton
Estate of nWilliam Ferris
nKirk Farrish of BPW
Distributors
nFrank Feth
Florence Estate Winery
nDon Fort
Liz and Fred Gammage
nSandy Gedye
nVic Gibbons of the Olde Towne
Gallery
Cathy and Brian Gilvesy
Alec Godden
Good, Redden & Klosier
Accountants
nBetty and nHoward Goode
Gram’s Pantry (Terra, Shondra,
nTerri and nEd Stenclik)
Granny’s Best Strawberry
Products (nGary Cooper and
nTom Haskett)
Great Lakes Physiotherapy (Jeff
Scott)
nRuth and nDoug Gundry
Haldimand-Norfolk
Crimestoppers
Halmo Jewellers (Cheryl and
Mark Halmo)
Lisa and Adam Hamill
Joyce Harris and Harold Stewart
Jr.
nVicki Harris of Vineyards Estate
Wines
nTom Haskett and nGary
Cooper
nTracy Haskett
Ken Heaman and Allan Leighton
Gordon Hill (of Cardinal Glass
Studio)
Faye and Harold Jarvis
JJL Events Inc. (nMelynda
Norman-Lee and Jason Lee)
nJoan and nKeith Johnstone

nJean Karges
Kernal Peanuts (nNancy and
nErnie Racz)
Knechtel’s
nRegina Lambert
nEverett Lampman
Long Point Eco-Adventure (Mike
McArthur and Dave Pond)
nRose and nFred Ludwig
nJohn Luke
nM&M Meat Shops (nStella and
nJoe Keller)
nMarion Macaulay
nOni Maclachlan
nMarie Maenhaut
R.E. Mann Brokers Ltd. (nRon
Mann)
nGail Marr
Art Martin
nRuth Martin
nLouise and Bruce McCann
nCalvin McDougall
nBarb and nJim Melville
Norah Moore
Norfolk Agricultural Society
Norfolk County Tourism and
Economic Development
Norfolk Klickers
Norfolk Tractor
nJoan and David Norman
Normandale Century Inn (Brenda
and Hans Diehl)
Carol and Allan Payne
nCheryl and nScott Peck
Pine Valley Golf Club (nLinda
and nJohn Hofgraff)
nPhyllis and nWilly Pollet
nLois and nKen Porteous
nJudy and Pete Porter
nRandy Pressey
Elizabeth and nBill Price
nFrances Pye
Queensway Antiques (John
Tatarka)
nNancy Racz and nGinger
Stanley

Regional Auto Glass
Wray and Saun Rogers
nMary and nNeil Rutherford
Sally’s Bakery (Sally MacDonald)
Scholten’s Agriturf Equipment
Services Ltd.
nMarion Sherman
nEileen Simonson
nJim and nIrene Simmons
nGertrude and nClair Smith
nBeverly Smith-Walker
Spruce Row Museum
nGinger Stanley
State Farm Insurance
nAda Stenclik
S.M.B. Antiques (Sandra and
Ross Brown)
nKate Stratford (of Marlin Travel)
Strawberry Tyme Farms (nGary
and nJohn Cooper)
Sun Tan Bar & Grill (Mabel and
Dick Assel)
Doug Trafford
Turkey Point Hotel (Mabel and
Dick Assel)
nLinda Vancso
nDorothy VanGroningen
Vintage Vittoria Fabrication
(Jessie Grummett and nTom
Haskett)
Vittoria Lamport Club
Vittoria Lioness and Vittoria Lions
Vittoria M.A.F.I.A.
Vittoria Women’s Institute
Barb Waldick
Brent Waldick
nJim Wies
nMadeline Wilson
nLloyd Winter
Helen Young
Yours to Please Catering
(nNeeltie Arnott)
plus a number of Anonymous
Friends of The Vittoria & District
Foundation

THANKS ALSO TO ALL OF OUR WONDERFUL VOLUNTEERS
nBrenda Assel
nNeeltie Arnott
nLarry Assel
nAlex Banyasz
nMarian Bezzo
nRon Bezzo
Garrett Bolle
Barb Boyko
nNancy Brinker
nWarren Burger
nLarry Cable
Susan Caughill
Adam Chambers
nJohn Clayton

nRuth Clayton
nBrenda Cooper
Dalton Cooper
nGary Cooper
nDoug Cruickshank
nPam Cruickshank
nRoger Cruickshank Jr.
nRoger Cruickshank Sr.
nTwila Cruickshank
nGeorge Davidson
nSusan Davidson
nCharlotte Donaldson
nJohn Donaldson
nVirginia Drayson
nDon Fort

nSandy Gedye
nTom Haskett
nTracy Haskett
nJoan Johnstone
nKeith Johnstone
nJean Karges
Tyler King
Randy Lambert
nRegina Lambert
nOni Maclachlan
Sheelagh McFarlane
nSandra Maxwell
nHugh McArthur
nBarb Melville
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Jamie Melville
nJim Melville
nJune Miller
nJoan Norman
nYvonne Norman
nMelynda Norman-Lee
Samantha Quilty
nErnie Racz
nNancy Racz
nMarion Sherman
Lyle Smith
nGinger Stanley
nLarry Stanley
nEvelyn Stone
nLinda Vancso

Vittoria Guides
& Sparks
Henry Wall
Barb Waldick
Chase Waldick
McKenna Waldick
nRay Waldick
Tom Waldick
Judy Walters
Nick Warner
Dave Williamson
nDolores Winter
nLloyd Winter
nMarie Wippel

Thanks from the Godfather
•

•

•

•

The Vittoria & District Foundation was formed in 1997, a spin-off from Vittoria’s 1996 Bicentennial celebrations. In the
ensuing thirteen years, our Foundation has compiled an impressive resume of accomplishments. Thanks to the
generosity of our members, the many contributors to our annual fundraising auctions (and the enthusiastic bidders),
and our awesome dedicated volunteers, we have been able to make significant contributions totalling more than
$350,000 to local beneficiaries including: Community Centres, Halls, Parks and Recreation Facilities and Museums
owned by Norfolk County; the Norfolk General Hospital Foundation; SCS Sabres “Rising from the Ashes”; Gifts to other
area Non-profit Organizations; Scholarships and various other Youth programs; and numerous other Miscellaneous
Community Improvements. We thank the entire community for its support!
On a number of its special projects, The Foundation has forged partnerships with dedicated service organizations in
the Vittoria area. “The Magnificent Seven” is an informal alliance of seven service organizations which includes the
Vittoria Lamport (Seniors) Club, the Vittoria Lions Club, the Vittoria Lioness Club, the Vittoria Firefighters Association,
the Vittoria Women’s Institute, and the Thompson Memorial Park Committee as well as The Vittoria & District
Foundation. As well, we have received occasional private donations from a number of generous individuals. Thanks to
everyone for partnering with us!
Thanks to our card convenors; nGertrude Smith (get well wishes), nFrances Winter (notes of condolence and
sympathy), and nOni Maclachlan (congratulations), who volunteer their time throughout the year, extending those
greetings and wishes on behalf of the Foundation.
Membership in the V&DF is open to anyone, anywhere, who pays a $20 per year membership fee (which is
tax-receiptable upon request). The V&DF presently has approximately 300 members. New members are always
welcome. Please call nJohn Donaldson at 426-8583 for information and a membership application form.
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT www.vittoria.on.ca
WE SINCERELY APOLOGIZE IF WE HAVE INADVERTENTLY OMITTED OR MIS-SPELLED ANYONE’S NAME.

volunteers makes you a true hero because it allowed our 2010
Spaghetti Dinner & Auction to proceed as usual, almost
seamlessly. Thank you too, for looking after the Auction “Thank
you” ad in the Norfolk Hub, as well as the printing of numerous
Milestone Certificates over the past few months.
You were also instrumental in seeking out files for Woodhouse
United Church and Woodhouse Cemetery Board, and probably
several other files, as well. I really appreciate that you have helped
Twila in so many ways. I sincerely feel you are a valued, talented
friend and great neighbour, as well as a dedicated Foundation and
Community volunteer.
Thank you nGinger Stanley, for volunteering to take over the
selling of the Spaghetti Dinner & Auction tickets that were on my
personal list of regular customers, as well as administering the
waiting list. I have heard that you were able to contact all of the
customers on my list quickly and complete ticket sales at an early
date. Thank you and Congratulations!
Thank you nJohn Donaldson, for not only doing your usually
superb job leading up to, and at the Auction, but also for taking on
several extra responsibilities for the Vittoria & District Foundation as
the need arose, including the stuffing of the Vittoria Booster Issue
#26, and assuming responsibility for the Membership records.
Thank you and Congratulations, nLarry Cable, to you and your
committee of volunteers for setting up, catering and feeding all of
the bidders, plus arranging for clean-up after the meal. You
managed all of this in spite of many frustrations and much
discouragement, compounded by a number of worrisome health
issues of your own. I sincerely hope that improved health and
elimination of all other bothersome issues come to you quickly. The
V&DF and the community really need you and your invaluable
expertise and contagious enthusiasm.
Thank you nTom Haskett, for all you have done for Twila and
me personally, and for The Vittoria & District Foundation over the
years, most particularly since I have been under the weather. I am
sure you have had to invest considerably more time this year than
usual convening the Spaghetti Dinner & Auction, soliciting Trustees
and members to assume responsibility for the various things that I
have previously done, as well as putting out at least the usual
number of “brushfires” that seem to need attention each year,
(which many of us are often not even aware of). You did a
magnificent job! Congratulations! You have been a true friend, and I
appreciate our friendship more than you realize. I have a deep
respect for your incredible vision, ability, integrity and loyalty. Thank
you.

The Godfather says “Thank
you” to Auction Conveners
and other volunteers
On Saturday, March 20th, 2010, The Vittoria & District
Foundation presented its 15th consecutive resoundingly successful
Annual Spaghetti Dinner & Auction Fundraiser. I’ve heard from
many sources that the Auction was once again a superb success.
This was due to the outstanding extra participation we received
from our trustees and other Volunteers. Without all of this extra
help, our Auction might not have continued its long tradition of
successes.
I am overwhelmed, delighted and very impressed with the
manner in which so many V&DF Trustees and members and
friends stepped forward in a time of need, and volunteered to take
on the extra responsibility for sharing the various components of
the Spaghetti Dinner & Auction, the Vittoria Booster, the V&DF
website and the Secretary’s duties when I was incapacitated.
I believe the end result of this increased participation will
definitely be a stronger, more dedicated and vibrant Foundation,
and bodes well for many more years of success and prosperity for
our wonderful organization.
We all knew that gradually, sooner or later, some of our more
senior Trustees would have to retire from a number of the services
they have rendered, but I don’t think very many of us expected it to
happen so soon. Incidentally, I would certainly hesitate to
recommend that anyone use the same strategy in the future that I
used in the past 6 months to dodge my V&DF responsibilities.
Thank you nJoan Norman, for volunteering to assist me with
the ticket distribution/bidder registration. As it turned out, “assist”
was not the proper term. You did it all! As far as I am concerned,
your offer to assist eventually was instrumental in setting an
outstanding precedent which became a wonderful example and a
catalyst for others to follow when it became apparent that I was
going to be completely out of the picture this year. Please accept
my thanks and congratulations for a job extremely well done!
Thank you nDon Fort, for all the work you have done for the
Vittoria & District Foundation, especially since I have been sick.
Probably I, more than anyone else realize that what you were able
to do, and did, searching through the thousands of files on my
computer and forwarding so much critical V&DF material to other
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Music, Music, Music
The results of the survey taken at this year’s Auction were a
vote of confidence and ample evidence that we are doing things
right, and I hope the V&DF Trustees do not institute major changes
to any of our proven procedures. We may need to do a little
tweaking and finessing, but the survey results indicate that caution
will be wise before any significant changes are made,.
Other V&DF Trustees who stepped forward to accept additional
responsibilities unrelated to the Spaghetti Dinner & Auction also
made extraordinary contributions this year.
Thank you nLinda Vancso, for volunteering (or was it perhaps
the ‘Vittoria Railroad’), to be the Recording Secretary for The
Vittoria & District Foundation. I have known for some time that I
should divest myself of some of my responsibilities, and your
acceptance of the position was very timely. And thank you for
contributing the excellent article and photo for this Vittoria Booster. I
look forward to your future submissions.
Thank you nMelynda Norman-Lee, for your great suggestion
that the Vittoria & District Foundation try auctioning some items on
eBay, and especially for implementing your idea once it had been
endorsed by the Trustees. I know that a number of our eBay
Auction items have been successfully sold, and hope that our
“experiment” continues to pay dividends.
In addition to the successful eBay account launch, I am very
relieved that someone as competent as you has adopted the
Vittoria & District Foundation website, and I am very impressed with
what you have done. I invite all readers who use the Internet to
view the good stuff on www.vittoria.on.ca.
Thank you nTracy Haskett, for publishing both the Vittoria
Booster 26 and the 2010 Spaghetti Dinner & Auction catalogue or
program. I suspect you are possibly the only one in our circle (or at
least one of the few) who could have done such a quick, skillful and
professional job.
To all the folks mentioned above who all accepted new
responsibilities, as well as to the 70 or so volunteers who
helped in some way with the Auction, or throughout the year,
please accept my thanks and congratulations for being very
instrumental in producing another smashing success!
Thank you all, for your acts of kindness, consideration and
compassion to Twila in this difficult, exhausting and trying time.
We are indeed blessed to have so many talented, dedicated
and willing volunteers in our membership and our community.
Respectfully and Sincerely,

Professional performer Shawn Oakes, of Vittoria, belted the
Leonard Cohen classic Hallelujah at the 59th Simcoe Lions Show.
and the Lucerne Festival as well as an open-air concert at the
Acropolis in Athens, Greece. He was also chosen to go to Montego
Bay, Jamaica as a soloist for Canada in the Bid for the 2010
Commonwealth Games.
Shawn is a member of the ensemble Arcady where he performs
as a classical soloist regularly. Recently he has joined the Cross
Canada Chorus (Youth Barbershop Chorus). He will be co-directing
the chorus in Las Vegas next year at Internationals. He is currently
teaching instrumental and vocal music at BCI in Brantford.
Shawn is the son of Sheila and Doug Oakes of Vittoria.

p.s. - and thank you, nTwila Cruickshank for being there and
just being you when I really needed you – I guess you really meant
it when you said that stuff about “for better or worse, for richer or
poorer, in sickness and in health” nearly 56 years ago! I love you,
Twila!

Shawn Oakes a guest soloist at
Simcoe Lions Club’s 59th
Show

Vittoria Choir Concert - May 15,
2010
– contributed by Helen Young

– adapted from the Lions Club show program
– photo by Barbara Simpson in the Times-Reformer

Members of the Vittoria choir, under the direction of Heidi
Bowman, performed in Brantford recently as part of Musicfest.
The choir sang seven songs from their summer program,
accompanied by Pat Raaflaub on the piano, and some of their
songs also featured percussion accompaniment by Lillian Van
Dam. Their repertoire included It’s a Grand Night for Singing. I Got
Rhythm, The Glory of Love, Get on Board, Can you feel the Love
Tonight, I Dreamed a Dream and How the West was Fun.
Besides the Telephone City Musical Society orchestra under the
direction of Mark Gadsby, the Brant Men of Song directed by Amy
Groleau, were also part of the program. The venue was the new
Salvation Army church in west Brantford.
The Vittoria Community Choir was formed in 1996 by nDr.
Raymond Danley to help the Village of Vittoria celebrate its 200th

Shawn Oakes has a plethora of classical solo, choral, theatre,
orchestral, conducting and music directorial credits to his name.
Shawn studied recorder along with voice at Wilfrid Laurier
University and Brock University.
Shawn’s music director and performance credits include Joseph
and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, Trial By Jury, Oliver!,
Oklahoma, Beauty and the Beast and The Buddy Holly Story.
Internationally, he has been a regular member of the Stuttgart
Festival Ensemble in the European Musik Festival under the
direction of Helmuth Rilling in Germany, performing major choral
and orchestral works throughout Europe. Highlights of this tour
were performing at the Berlin Philharmonic, the Salzburg Festival,
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More Music, Music, Music
birthday. Dr. Danley retired from the choir in July 2006 and for the
past four years, Heidi Bowman has continued to direct this
dedicated group.
Each year, the choir’s motto of “helping others through the joy of
singing” translates into about eight benefit concerts.
On June 6th, the choir performed their Summer Serenade
concert at the Vittoria & District Community Centre at 2:30 p.m.
Another concert took place on June 13th, at Tyrell Baptist Church
at 7:00 p.m.
The choir is always looking for new members, and rehearsals
will resume in September for the Christmas concert on December
5th. For more information, please contact Heidi Bowman at
519-428-1831.

Vittoria.
“It’s 1950s Hollywood
bossa nova meets
rock-and-roll,” he said. “My
niece really likes it. She says
she listens to it and hears
pink flamingos. And people
today really want to dance.
People are tired of sitting
around. They want to get up
and dance,”
The Eaglesmith tune Alan
Jackson recorded is called
Freight Train. Jackson likes
Vittoria singer-songwrtter Fred
Eaglesmith recently embarked on a the song so much that Freight
cross-Canada tour in support of his Train is the title of his newest
album as well as the title of
18th album Cha Cha Cha.
his ongoing tour.
“I just liked the melody
and the lyrics and the way old Fred recorded it,” Jackson said in a
recent interview. “It was pretty cool.”
For her part, Miranda Lambert has tapped the Eaglesmith tune
Time To Get A Gun.

Fred charms Letterman with
‘exotic’ lament
– adapted from a follow-up article by Monte Sonnenberg in the
Simcoe Reformer
Talk show host David Letterman can be prickly and
cantankerous when he wants to be, but he seemed genuinely
charmed on June 18 by Fred Eaglesmith’s performance on a
recent Late Night show.
Fred, of Vittoria, sang the song Careless from his 18th and
latest album Cha Cha Cha. The performance featured a banjo, a
flutist, two female backup singers, a stand-up bass and Eaglesmith
on guitar singing the refrain “I think you’re careless with my love/
Like my favourite pair of pants/ You bring me home and hang me
up/ You only take me out to dance.”
Fred himself was dressed In a tuxedo-style great coat with
stove-pipe top hat.
David Letterman was tickled by the performance. He came on
stage while the audience applauded and said “It’s very exotic. It’s
like Berlin before the war,” referencing the anything-goes cultural
ferment in the German capital between the end of the First World
War and the rise of Adolf Hitler.

3 members of the Vittoria choir - (l. to r.) Angus MacLeod,
Iris Lane and Ray Jolley.

Vittoria musician Fred
Eaglesmith releases new
album
– adapted from an article by Monte Sonnenberg in the Simcoe
Reformer
Vittoria musician Fred Eaglesmith is ready to Cha Cha Cha to
the Big Time. All he needs now is an invitation to the dance.
Fred is tantalizingly close to receiving one. Nashville superstar
Alan Jackson has covered one of Eaglesmith’s tunes on his latest
album, as has country phenomenon Miranda Lambert, a finalist on
the first season of Nashville Star.
Meanwhile, Worldwide Pants, an American television and film
production company owned by comedian and talk show host David
Letterman has pencilled Fred in for a performance on Late Night.
Receiving exposure on a leading American network is a big
break. However, having major stars cover your music is even
bigger. The royalty payoff can be huge if the song is released as a
single and begins climbing the charts. Fred has his fingers crossed.
“The nice thing is I didn’t have to push this music on to these
people,” Fred said at the Hobo Store, a shop he owns on Main
Street in Port Dover. “They found it themselves, and that’s nice.”
Fred’s people have been in talks with World Wide Pants for
about a year. A couple of dates had been tentatively set but, for a
variety of reasons, the parties have had difficulty co-ordinating their
schedules. Fred plays about 200 dates a year so he doesn’t have a
lot of down time from the road.
He began his latest cross-Canada tour with a performance in
Midland in support of his 18th album Cha Cha Cha.
Fred’s albums in recent years have gravitated toward a specific
theme. Cha Cha Cha is no different. He was in a retro mood when
he wrote and recorded the 10 songs on the CD at his studio in

Diane Finley key player at 2010
Paralympics
– adapted from an article by Monte Sonnenberg in the Simcoe
Reformer
Local MP Diane Finley was called on to hand out medals and
bouquets of flowers at the Winter Paralympic Games in Vancouver
last March.
Diane had a key role to play in her capacity as Minister of
Human Resources and Skills Development in the Harper cabinet.
The games fall under the auspices of the Office of Disability Issues,
which is one of Diane’s responsibilities.
She had already participated in torch-lighting ceremonies in
Ottawa and Victoria, B.C. and attended the last days of the games
on the weekend of March 19-21.
“More than anything, I was there to cheer the athletes to victory
and provide whatever support I could,” Ms. Finley said.
Diane was pleased to be involved because the event “focuses
the world’s attention on the athletes’ abilities, not their disabilities.”
Five sports were featured at the 2010 games: alpine skiing,
nordic skiing, cross-country skiing, wheelchair curling, and sledge
hockey.
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Paralympics and Olympics
Mr. Schott believes that could pare the cost to $15 the next
Olympiad by cutting unnecessary expenses. The students may
have to be operating on a restricted budget, but they spared no
efforts on their preparations. The class visited the weather station
to help set the date for the games, but abandoned the effort when
they learned weather predictions could only be made five days in
advance. Disdaining the gadgetry of modern science, they
consulted an almanac instead to select a warm, sunny afternoon for
competition.
They selected the five nations which would compete in the
games on the basis of the national anthems they could find and
record. (It is part of the Olympic procedure that the national anthem
of the gold medal winner be played after each event.) One heroic
but unknown parent stayed up to the bitter end of the late, late
show one night to record that National anthems of Canada and the
United States from his television.
The music supervisor at Vittoria Public School, Miss M.
Bridgwater of Port Dover, obtained the sheet music for the British,
Russian, and Japanese national anthems, and arranged to have
them recorded by the church organist.
On top of everything else, the organizers were also the athletes;
they all followed a rigorous daily training program of jogging and
deep knee bends in preparation for the competition.
With so much attention lavished on the preparations, the
Games themselves could have been an anti-climax. They weren’t.
Graciously conceding the distinction of being first in Canada to the
Vittoria Olympics, Pierre Meunier of Montreal, the Public Relations
Director for the Canadian Olympic Association, officially declared
the games opened. He even, on the testimony of reliable
witnesses, sang God Save The Queen.
The various ceremonies which meticulously followed approved
Olympic procedures, went off with a smoothness that indicated long
practice, and the students conducted themselves with the impish
but solemn-faced dignity reserved for childhood’s important
occasions.
The competition during the Games themselves was fierce but
fair. The Canadian team placed first overall, mainly through the
efforts of the school’s star athlete, a young man named John
Smith who won every event he entered, and he entered them all.
John’s performance prompted one disgruntled young competitor to
mutter, in something less than the true spirit of Olympic
sportsmanship: ‘Somebody oughtta break his leg.’
Between events John Smith was also responsible for keeping
the sacred Olympic flame alight.
But despite the ferocity of the competition, the major purpose of
the afternoon was to have fun. In this respect, as in all others, it
was a roaring success. The Olympics were fun, for the kids who
competed, for their proud parents, and for the teachers and officials
who assisted them. Questions may be raised about the educational
value of the Games. Everybody had fun, but did anybody learn
anything?
In response it should be pointed out that there are now 24
students in Vittoria who know how to raise money and budget it,
who know that you can improvise standard-height hurdles from
tobacco slats, flags from discarded bags, and costumes from
cardboard; that a softball makes a good shot-put and a discarded
rake handle an adequate javelin, that lead slugs from a local
foundry can be turned into Olympic medals with a bit of paint and a
rubber stamp – in short that imagination and ingenuity and
enthusiasm work many wonders.
They also know who Baron Pierre De Coubertin was, how to
convert metres into yards, and they can all hum the Japanese
national anthem.
Can You?

Local MP Diane Finley, right, participated in a Paralympic
torch-lighting ceremony on Parliament Hill. At left is
Prime Minister Stephen Harper while in the centre is
Gary Lunn, federal minister of sport.

Vittoria site of first Canadian
Olympics
– adapted from an article by Bill Dampier in the September,
1971 issue of New Dimensions
Jean Drapeau doesn’t know it yet, but Montreal, the Paris of
North America, has been beaten - thoroughly and resoundingly
beaten - in its bid to host the first full Olympic Games on Canadian
Soil. the wily Montreal mayor was widely believed to have captured
the hotly contested prize when he out-smarted and
out-maneuvered a dozen clever international competitors to secure
the 21st Olympiad, to be staged in Montreal in 1976. But while
Mayor Drapeau was outwitting his rivals, he was being up-staged
himself by a group of schoolchildren in a quiet little village of
Vittoria, Norfolk County, Ontario.
Despite what everyone believes, the first full-dress Olympic
games on Canadian turf have already taken place - in Vittoria
(population 200, more or less; it depends on where you start
counting) on June 3, 1971. The host, organizers and competitors in
the Vittoria Olympics were all members of the grade 6 class at the
Vittoria Public School and audio-visual Centre.
Under the Guidance of their teacher, a man of relentless
enthusiasm named James L. Schott, the students began working
quietly last Christmas on the preparations that led to their stunning
upset victory over Canada’s largest city. For almost five months
they worked steadily and inconspicuously, doing research projects
on Olympic procedures and history, studying the geography and
traditions of the five nations which would compete in the Games,
measuring a track and marking it in metres, repairing, building and
improvising equipment, manufacturing national costumes and flags,
and organizing a public relations campaign.
More important, the students had to raise the money to finance
the Games, and decide how it should be spend. they collected $12
from a bake sale and $14 from an apple day - the apple day was
‘100 per cent pure profit,’ according to Mr. Schott, since the apples
were donated by a local farmer. After some discussion the students
approved a budget that called for an expenditure of $ 7.10 for 67
yards of blue ribbon to be attached to medals awarded to the
winners of event. That was the largest single expense. the students
also spent $6.00 for railroad flares, used to represent the sacred
Olympic flame. (Unfortunately on the day of the games the flame
showed an annoying refusal to burn eternally, and had to be re-lit at
20 minute intervals.) And, in a truly generous gesture of aid to a far
out-distanced rival, they sent a $5 donation to the Canadian
Olympic Association to help finance the 21st Olympiad. Just in case
Montreal’s apple day flops.
The Vittoria organizers are prepared to concede that Montreal
will probably spend more money on chewing gum than the $26 total
it cost to stage the Vittoria Olympics. However, they point out that
they did it first - five full years before the first shot will be putted in
Montreal - and some believe the Montreal effort would be grossly
ostentatious.

nVic Gibbons was autographing copies of his newest print
in his Old Towne Gallery store in Simcoe. nClair Smith

pleased him by bringing up not only his new print for
signature, but two of his earlier prints as well.
“My wife really likes your stuff,” he said, “so I thought I'd
give her these signed copies for a birthday present.”
“A surprise, eh?” hazarded Vic.
“I'll say” agreed Clair. “She's expecting a new car.”
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Vittoria’s Olympians of 1971

Students who participated in Vittoria’s 1971 Olympic Games included: Representing Canada were, Elece Broughton, Bryan Burke, Helen
Jackson, Shirley Margetan and John Smith. Great Britain was represented by David Haskett, Marshall Howick, Rosanne Lampman
and Carol Smith. Leading the Soviet Union delegation were Candy Green, John Gundert, Sandra Gundry, David Johnstone and
Cherylann Sherman. Representing Japan were Mark Bullock, Pat Forrest, Darlene Hammond, Marge Morris and Paula Van
Eeckhaute. The United States team consisted of Laura Lee Burcsik, Darlene Oatman, Mike Lindekamp, Linda Totzke and Ted Wells.
Note - the students in this photo are aligned randomly, not by countries represented. How many can you identify?
My students were ambitious and creative in all projects leading
to our Olympics. We had very little professionally manufactured
equipment, but they were eager to help find, build, or buy whatever
we needed.
Research projects on the Olympics including history, records,
activities, and countries were first on the agenda. Participating
Olympic countries were researched in every possible area
regarding history and geography. Oral reports with use of films,
filmstrips, diagrams and charts were used by each group of two,
three, or four students.
Five countries were chosen; Canada, America, Japan, Great
Britain, Russia. We did an in-depth study of the five chosen
countries, Newspaper articles and pictures concerning Olympic
activities were brought to class by members and posted on bulletin
boards. Special research projects regarding medals and history
were done by small groups of students.
We held nothing back. We were Olympics-conscious and
wanted other people to know it. I spoke at our Parent-Teachers
Meeting on the topic. Letters were written to three television
stations, two newspapers, one radio station, and two educational
magazines in Toronto.
Signs, posters, hurdles, and flags were made well in advance
so that we could spend the last six weeks prior to the event
practising in an attempt to produce Olympic calibre athletes. Signs
and posters were made from bristol board using magic markers and

Vittoria Public School class
holds successful Junior
Olympics
– adapted from an article by Jim Schott in the October, 1971
issue of the Educational Courier
The following is a report of the events leading up to our Junior
Olympic Games held at Vittoria Public School in Vittoria, Ontario on
Thursday, June third, 1971, at one o’clock.
The twenty-four grade six students worked more than five
months on Olympic activities. the climax was the Olympic Games,
an event that will never be forgotten.
Last fall I read to my class a book that I had read when I was of
a similar age. I had enjoyed it and I thought probably they would
too. The book was THE JIM THORPE STORY. it was enjoyed by
the class, and they were inspired enough to ask if we could have an
Olympic Games. It was approaching the fall season; I told them we
could if they still wanted to in the spring.
The first school day after Christmas I was reminded by a
committee of students about our proposed Olympic Games. We
started planning and working and the project snowballed into
something that none of us will ever forget.
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Still More from Vittoria’s Olympic Team, 1971

The parade of athletes opened the Junior Olympic Games that were put on by the grade six class at Vittoria Public School.
Here the athletes stand waiting for Pierre C. M. Meunier, public relations director for the Canadian Olympic Association, who was
on hand for the Games, to officially declare the games open. Five different countries were represented in the well-run event.
tobacco slats as stakes, hurdles were made regulation size from
tobacco slats. They were not painted because so many were
broken or damaged so often. Flags we reproduced from rag bag
material that blossomed into things quite realistic after hours of
planning and hard work.
We were then ready to train in an organized fashion although
many had been training for weeks at home. Graphs were made to
indicate participation and progress. Training activities included
jogging, deep knee bends, push ups, boxing, wrestling, throwing
pitch forks, and cycling. All of this was done at home.
Letters were written and sent by students to reporters and
special guests. High jump standards were repaired. Javelins that
had been made from broom handles, were used, Batons were
made by students at home. Softballs were used for the shot-put. A
two hundred metre, oval track was set up at school with a hundred
metre straight section on the east side.
We practised the events to be done on Olympic day daily, for
the last two weeks. The students, who had earlier decided for
themselves what countries they represent also decided what events
they would participate in. They eliminated themselves and decided
who would represent their country in the relay.
We practised the whole program four to five times except for the
actual track and field events. Students wore the hats and
waistbands they had made with a booster button on the waistband.
The morning of June the third was cloudy. The weather station
was contacted. No rain was predicted. The man responsible for the
tractor-trailer and tarp was not called. The track was re-limed after
rain the previous night, washed out two hours work for five people.
The rest off the morning was spent putting up signs and banners,
preparing the pits, setting up tables and displays and putting up
barriers. All persons worked strenuously and we finished at five to
twelve.
The rain held off. The sun came out. The Olympic came and
went. The memory will always linger. We felt we were successful
and according to the reports we were.
This project provided numerous kinds of learning experiences
for everyone involved. Amateurism, physical fitness, pride in
country, good sportsmanship, arts, crafts, creative writing, and
determination were some of our focal points. We were pleased to
be in contact with the Canadian Olympic Association and we
certainly hope to be associated with them in the future.
Reaction from the public in attendance, including reports was

very encouraging. The school safety officer, Constable Lyle
Binkley from the Ontario Provincial Police was present as an
interested spectator. Many parents were present along with a few
high school students. In all one hundred and fifty elementary school
students were present and about ninety from outside the school
making a respectable total of close to two hundred and fifty.
In all we were well looked at. Student activities received
recognition; Vittoria and Norfolk County received recognition. But
most important to us, the Canadian Olympic Association gained
recognition.
Amateurism is alive. Olympic interest is alive. Many are
interested in being physically fit. I will continue to do my best to
foster this important line of thinking in my capacity as teacher and
Vice-Principal in Norfolk County.

Additional Information
Nothing was left out from the original Olympic Games as the
youngsters followed the tradition of the Games to the letter.
Following the parade of athletes, the ceremonial torch was lit by the
runner and the Canadian National Anthem was sung. The Olympic
oath was also recited by the athletes.
Pierre C. M. Meunier, public relations director for the Canadian
Olympic Association was on hand and said, “I declare the Vittoria
Public School Junior Olympic Games officially open.”
Mr. Meunier was not the only distinguished guest that the
youngsters had on hand for their games. John C. Casselton,
reeve of Charlotteville Township, Wilfred Hill, board member of the
Norfolk County Board of Education, Earl Sparks, superintendent of
instruction for the Norfolk County Board of Education and Ian
McPhail, principal of Vittoria Public School were all present for the
Games.
nNorris Smith bought a parrot at the V&DF auction

after some heavy bidding.
“I hope this bird talks,” he told auctioneer Lyle Smith.
“Talk?” Lyle replied. “Who do you think has been bidding
against you for the past ten minutes?”
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St. Michael’s Activities ... War at Backus
Logan Land wins final
Elementary School Road Race
– adapted from an article by Jacob Robinson in the Simcoe
Reformer
A graduating senior
finished her last elementary
school road race at the
Norfolk County Fair’s Young
Canada Day festivities in
style.
Logan Land of St.
Michael’s - Walsh left
everyone in the dust in front
of the screaming grandstands
in the half-mile race.
For Logan, the win was
not only her second straight
win, but also a great way to
finish out before graduating
to Holy Trinity.
“It felt really good,” she
said. “There were two girls in
front of me, and I just thought
that I really want to get first,
so I just ran ahead of them.”
Thanks to Logan’s win,
and a host of other top
finishes over both races, St.
Michael’s won the overall
road race points
Logan Land of St. Michael’s runs championship. Training hard
her way to a second straight Young and sticking with a race plan
Canada day elementary girls road are essentials, so too is
race championship. St. Michael’s tuning out the massive crowd
won the overall points
noise.
championship.
“It’s really nerve-racking,
but you can’t really hear them
when you’re running, so that makes it better,” said Logan.
When everyone does come around to finish, there are not many
experiences that compare to having six schools cheering them on.
She will look to tackle the one mile, two lap high school version
of the road race in 2010.
“I’ll just train really hard, try to get top five in high school,”
assessed Logan.

Jordan Land (left) and Angelica Ponte, both Grade 7 students at
St. Michael’s Catholic School in Walsh, participated in a
War of 1812 re-enactment as part of a day of learning at
Backus Mill near Port Rowan.
Students learned military commands and formed colour guards
to carry their respective flags.
“I really like it,” said Brent Tschirhart, 13, who led the
American side and portrayed the real life U.S. soldier Sgt. Samuel
Smith. “You are put in the shoes they were put in.”
Backus heritage programmer Robin DeCloet visited the two
encampments and marked the two groups on their fire, their soup,
and their military organization.
She also hid plaques throughout the village with words, such as
General Brock or Lundy’s Lane, related to the war. When they
found a plaque, they told Robin and she queried them on what the
words meant.
“Basically, the group that does everything the most accurately
and efficiently, wins the War of 1812,” Robin said.
Olivia Potts, 12, welcomed the experience. “It’s challenging,”
she said. “It’s hard. It’s like real survival skills. It’s almost like you’re
fighting to survive.
“You get an adrenaline rush when someone’s chasing you.”
Teacher Joan Pringle said the day helps young people realize
their own connection to an important historical event and means
students don’t have to go on long bus rides to, say, Toronto for a
field trip.
“These kids are into it. They’re having fun with it,” said Joan.
Backus runs two education programs for elementary students
that are tied in directly to what is taught in Ontario’s classrooms.
One is a conservation program in which students wear hipwaders
and study pond life, the other is the heritage program held in the
pioneer village.
They are so popular school groups from as far away as
Wheatley and Aylmer are signing up.

St. Michael’s classes take part
in re-enactment of War of 1812
– adapted from an article by Monte Sonnenberg in the Simcoe
Reformer

Backus classroom named in
Jim Oliver’s honour

Students from St. Michael’s Catholic school in Walsh are not
only learning about the War of 1812; they’re reliving it.
Recently, they broke into British and American sides at the
pioneer village at Backus Mill, donned red and blue shirts, painted
their faces, and carried fake muskets.
Sergeants were appointed to lead each side. They set up
camps, started cooking fires, made soup, built a shelter, held
skirmishes, and took each other prisoner.
The daylong program is a combination of playing and learning,
held on the site of one of the area’s earliest settlements, itself
barely spared by invading U.S. soldiers during the War of 1812.
The Grade 7-8 class of Joan Pringle studied the war with an
emphasis on local history — battles were fought in Norfolk County
and surrounding area — and carried out research to prepare
themselves for the day.
Most of the students were assigned names of real people who
fought on both sides. On the home side were familiar pioneer
names such as McCall, Dedrick, Rockefeller, and Backhouse.
American names were taken from historical records of soldiers.

– adapted from an article by Monte Sonnenberg in the Simcoe
Reformer
Jim Oliver’s long association with the Long Point Region
Conservation Authority has come full circle.
The LPRCA hired Jim as its first general manager in 1980
primarily on the strength of his experience organizing education
programs for the Grand River Conservation Authority.
The board 30 years ago wanted to instill in youngsters an
appreciation of and respect for the natural environment. Three
years later, the Backus Education Centre was in place. It has been
receiving students ever since.
Jim retired from the LPRCA in 2006. He was elected later that
year to Norfolk council as the representative for Ward 4 (the
Charlotteville/Windham area). Recently, the Backus Advisory Board
named the main classroom at the education centre in Jim Oliver’s
honour.
In accepting the honour, Jim spoke of his days as a teacher in
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Speaking of Backus ... and Eco-Adventure
Kent County before transferring to the field of conservation.
“I realized even then how important it was to get kids out into
the wild to learn about birds, animals and insects,” Jim told Grade 4
students from Walsh Public School. “You learn so much more that
way. You can’t do that in a classroom. You have to come down to a
place like Backus to do that. This place is very important for these
reasons, and that’s why I am so honoured and happy that this is
happening today.”
The LPRCA began offering classes in conservation in 1983.
The heritage component was added in 1988. Under Jim’s
leadership, acreage under LPRCA management rose from 9,000 to
12,000.
“He helped grow the LPRCA to what it is today,” said Ron
Yantho of Turkey Point, chair of the Backus Advisory Board.
The main classroom at Backus is noteworthy for its large
collection of stuffed animals and natural specimens. The collection
represents a good cross section of the Carolinian flora and fauna in
this part of Ontario. Janice Robertson, the LPRCA’s supervisor of
community relations, said naming the room in Jim Oliver’s honour
is a fitting tribute to 26 years of dedicated service.
“When I began with the authority, this project (Backus Education
Centre) was just starting,” Janice said. “Jim was instrumental in
seeing it through. He was fair, encouraging and supportive. He was
hands-on in terms of projects we undertook across the watershed.”

new level. Perhaps night zips, the Observatory ready to go in June,
an awesome finished facility as well.
Both Dave and Mike realize it is a process when you build
something as unique as their Eco-Adventure site, and they know
with word spreading quickly across Southern Ontario it won’t be
long before folks discover the beauty and wonder that is in Norfolk
County
With Mike and Dave so busy, Bob Foster stepped in last year
and runs the day-to-day operation of the Eco-Park keeping the staff
and the facility running smoothly. Bob and I chatted about his
experience and the site last year.
I was amazed to hear from Bob about some of the places that
folks came from to experience Long Point Eco-Adventure. They
were from all over the Golden Horseshoe; some from California,
Michigan, and a family who were visiting Toronto from Israel came
down and enjoyed the Zip.
Bob also told me the story of a mom from the Brampton area
that brought down her son. The boy was struggling in school and
life in general with no interest, no energy and no confidence. As a
parent she was becoming very concerned that her son was going
down a slippery slope.
They showed up at Long Point and the boy went zipping.
Something happened while zipping. It was as if he had found what
he was looking for! He finished the zip and told his mother that he
knew he wanted to be a guide. The boy’s mother later let Bob know
that her son was looking into the courses he could take to be a
guide. Kinda crazy, huh? A unique positive physical experience
opening the eyes of a young man to a whole new world of
possibilities.
Talking with Mike and Dave it became clear that they want
everyone locally to come visit them. There is so much to do at Long

Long Point Eco-Adventure
– adapted from an article by Dave Scott in the Norfolk Hub
As kids, all of us have adventures. Maybe it’s in our backyards,
our grandparents’ gardens or a friend’s farm. There are always
places that in our minds never grow old. The place always seems
to hold a special spot in our lives. The great part about this in our
lives is that years later we can revisit the spot and it is if for a split
second you can feel that kid in you return. The memories of the
youth seem but moments of a time gone by flash back and
reconnect you to that moment and spot in life.
Mike McArthur had one of these moments four years ago. It
was a simple drive back from Booth’s Harbour coming down Front
Road. He found himself thinking back to this grandparents farm that
lay just a concession over. The road curved and looking to his right
he eyed the fields that as a kid he had ventured into. He pulled the
car over and with his daughters in tow began wandering into the
cornfield. Slowly, he came to the clearing where the ridge
overlooked the outstanding view of the Turkey Point marsh. It was
at that moment that Mike realized what a great piece of property
this was - so beautiful and full of potential. Mike scurried home and
called his friend Dave Pond. He asked Dave to take a look and see
what he thought. Dave went a few days later and checked it out.
The sheer beauty of the area blew him away. The two decided that
perhaps they should buy the property. The owner was tracked
down and he sold the property to Mike and Dave.
Not sure what they would be doing with the property the local
guys enjoyed cycling the trails on the property, stopping to enjoy
the views and dreaming of what could be done with their land.
The idea came to Mike one day as he was showering (honestly
his words ... not mine). Zip Lines ... that way they could preserve
the natural environment, let people enjoy the view and bring people
together to take in aspects of our great outdoors. Meanwhile an
idea had crossed Dave’s mind as well. The stars in the sky have
always fascinated him growing up. Why not take advantage of the
great dark skies in the area and the great view of the stars... an
observatory!
Our two local entrepreneurs decided why not do both, and
hence ... the beginning of Long Point Eco-Adventure. Four years
later the dream became a reality as both Dave and Mike secured all
the proper permits, met all the inspections and had all the
consulting information taken Into account. Staff was hired and
trained ... the first zip was ready for Mike and Dave. Mike said that
first time was even better than he imaged or planned for and
secondly seeing the reaction of the staff and folks that day he knew
it was an immediate hit. Dave felt much the same way stating it
was, “outstanding.”
With season two underway the guys now have a greater
understanding of how to take the Eco-Adventure experience to a
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Kayaking, Zipping, etc. ... and On the Farm Front
son Murray Porteous, who
now farms with his father.
“As a child, Murray use to
ask his father why he had to
attend so many meetings.
“Ken just said, ‘Agriculture
has been good to me, so I
just want to help make it
better for someone else,’”
Troup recalled. “That tells it
all.”
Over the years, Ken
Porteous has been involved
with local, provincial and
federal agriculture
organizations, including the
Norfolk Fruit Growers
Association, the Ontario Fruit
& Vegetable Growers’
Association and the Canadian
Horticultural Council.
The current vice-chair of
the tender fruit marketing
Local farmer Ken Porteous recently board also holds positions
received an award of merit from the with another handful of
Ontario Tender Fruit Producers'
agriculture organizations,
Marketing Board.
such as the Foreign
Agriculture Resource
Management Services and the Ontario Federation of Agriculture.
“I may have missed a few, but that’s not bad, Ken,” Len quipped
after reading off his prepared list.
However, Ken is perhaps most notably known for rolling up his
sleeves in two battles for local cherry growers. He fought a retired
Canadian businessman who had the exclusive rights to market a
brand of gibberellic acid — a solution that would protect cherry
trees from viruses. It was a 30-year battle that he finally won.
“This is the kind of thing you can’t give up because you might
get through,” Ken said.
His most recent battle has been over taxation of value-added
operations with the Municipal Property Assessment Corporation.
He argued successfully that local growers are actually
conducting value-retention processes through utilizing cherry pitting
machinery and packing pears.
“That has given me a great deal of satisfaction as well,” he
added.
Looking ahead, Ken still sees a plethora of issues that farmers
need to voice their concerns. Costs will only continue to rise with an
increasing minimum wage and greater food safety regulations. It’s a
growing issue that farmers need to address — together.
“That’s the only way they can enact change,” he added.
Along with his son Murray and son-in-law Ray Vogel, Ken
Porteous operates four farming locations — Tyrrell, Simcoe, Port
Dover and Waterford — that grow apples, asparagus, sour
cherries, peaches and pears.

Point Eco-Adventure. You can stroll the trails (it is free) on their 37
acres, the views are incredible, explore the boardwalk, soak in the
atmosphere, heck ... bring the dog for a walk but please keep him
on his leash. The trails are accessible for all to enjoy. Bring the
bikes and challenge yourself ... again free. Mike and Dave just want
us all to enjoy what they saw, all along.
In June the Observatory will open our minds to the worlds
beyond ours. Like Dave said, “the dark sky over the site will provide
stunning views from the observatory, and both day and night.”
We cannot forget the kayak tours that will be available. The
opportunity to paddle Big Creek and take in all that the local water
way has to offer. And of course we must remember the Zip
experience itself. A truly outstanding experience which allows us to
see the area from a view that before only our winged friends could
truly appreciate.
In the last year I have had the opportunity to watch Dave and
Mike and observe the highs and lows, to see how these two fellas
work, to see the dedication, pride and all the relentlessness to
make Long Point Eco-Adventure the best it could be. Both share a
dream that has become a reality. They took the challenge and
dared to dream big. As Dave said to me about the whole
experience, “I can’t think of a better person to do all this with.”
(meaning Mike). Kinda says it all right there.
Guys – thanks for making Norfolk a little better place! And to
everyone else get out and take a stroll around Long Point
Eco-Adventure. It will be an experience you won’t soon forget!
As for Mike, remember at the start of the story, we chatted
about recapturing a moment from your childhood. Well Mike you did
what a lot of us could never do, you kept the kid alive in you and
never forgot how to dream big.
Great work guysl Have a great season!

The Haskett Family Farm

If you would like more Information go to www.lpfun.ca or call
877-743-8687 or better yet go visit 1750 Front Road St. Williams.

– adapted from an article by Dave Scott in the Norfolk Hub
At the Haskett homestead, I sat with nCheryl Peck, oldest
daughter of nTom and nJoan Haskett and she recounted their
family history. We talked and laughed. While sitting in the small
office at the back of the house, you slipped into that relaxed farm
feel.
The story of the Haskett family is one of hard work and.
determination, so lets get started. The Haskett farm family success
is easy to trace back ... to nothing more than a proud, hard working
family. I asked a couple of the local fellows about the Hasketts. The
answer was always the same ... great community folks who get
involved and help where they can. nTom Haskett grew up in
Vittoria and always admired the men in the farming community and
the work they did. He also remembers a day trip in grade five that
took the students around Young’s Creek: it was the start to a
life-long commitment to the environment. Being a Boy Scout also
fueled his passion for the great outdoors.

Ken Porteous receives Award
of Merit
– adapted from an article by Barbara Simpson in the Simcoe
Reformer
A local advocate of agricultural policy has been hand-picked for
a provincial award after fighting the good fight on the issues of
labour and municipal taxation.
Local farmer nKen Porteous, who runs the expansive
Lingwood Farms, has been recognized with an award of merit from
the Ontario Tender Fruit Producers’ Marketing Board.
Presenting him with a plaque at the board’s annual general
meeting, chairman Len Troup shared a story told to him by Ken’s
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On the Farm Front
For a few years his widowed mom, nAda Stenclik, did what
she had to do to survive. She ran a bakeshop and worked endless
hours to provide for her children.
Ada eventually remarried. The family grew.
Jesse Hill (Tom’s grandmother) owned the family farm and
passed it on to Tom Hill (Tom’s uncle). When Tom Hill passed
away in 1966, Tom stepped up and purchased the farm. Just
married at the time, Tom also worked as a Millwright at Morse
Chain. He and his bride, Joan, an RN nurse, set out to keep the
family farm growing while still maintaining their regular jobs.
In 1969 Tom started helping out at the Long Point Region
Conservation Authority (LPRCA). He climbed the ranks to field
manager before he retired in 1979, Tom talks proudly of his time at
the LPRCA and maintains contact with the folks he worked with
there. You can see by Tom’s work ethic that sleep definitely wasn’t
a priority. Tom worked on some very interesting landmarks in our
area when he was with the LPRCA ... helping to restore the Backus
house, dam and stream restoration, opening the current office for
LPRCA and more. Tom believes that man and the environment can
work together. Joan and Tom would spend nights and weekends
working the farm and raising their three children, Cheryl, Tracy, and
Michael.
Talk about busy folks. In 1979 Tom took to farming full time. Life
on the farm for Cheryl and her siblings was fun and hard work.
Everyone had to help on the farm. This probably explains the
strong work ethics that are instilled in the family to this day. Cheryl
recounts how the family started making their own cider (for family
consumption only) using an old wooden press, burlap bags and
boiling the cider. Slowly with experimentation and lots of family
tasting, they developed that special “Cider Keg flavour” that is
enjoyed today by folks all over the country. The whole family –
aunts and uncles, brothers, sisters and children – all over would
help to sell and test the product, really making it a “relative”
success! In 1990, the Haskett Family Farm Market opened – the
Cider Keg – and the family cider was proudly displayed along with
produce and vegetables.
The family never really planned on opening a wholesale
business for the Cider but a gentleman from one of the local
Calbeck’s grocery stores came a-calling. He wanted to have some
fresh cider for sale in his store. Sales went well, one thing lead to
another and before long the cider was in all 8 Calbeck’s grocery
stores in the area. Suddenly, the cider wholesale business took
another huge leap forward when Sobeys purchased Calbeck’s. The
little cider business went from 8 stores to 15.Then Sobeys Atlantic
Canada said they too, would like to carry the Cider Keg brand ...
now 60 stores.
Just when the cider distribution had climbed to a new level
Sobeys purchased Oshawa Foods ... 484 stores. The little
home-made recipe had become larger than anyone could have
ever imagined. Today the Keg turns out over 500,000 litres of fresh
cider a year. Oh, that doesn’t Include sparkling cider.
Now, in the busy season, September to January 1st, the cider
market continues to grow. The Longo’s food stores, greater Toronto
area, has now picked up the Cider Keg as well, which is a little
different than the Sobeys product. The sparkling cider product hit
the market in 1993 and continues to grow.
The Hasketts also start out in the spring with 60 acres of
hand-harvested strawberries sold in your local grocery store. They
prepare a raw-ingredient product called strawberry purée for the
commercial market. They move on to 75 acres of hand-harvested
cucumbers that are grown for Bick’s pickles. They grade
cucumbers as well for Bick’s pickles and 80 other local growers.
Next they move into 110 acres of apple orchard which are used for
cider as well as marketed through the Norfolk Fruit Growers
Association. These crops are simultaneous to and in addition to
their cider production. They strive to add value to each crop they
grow.
The Vittoria area has always had a strong network of folks
working together. The trust is there and you know people help each
other in the community. A handshake is your word. The Haskett
family realizes the importance of community and giving back ... The
Hasketts believe, “That you look after the community and It will look
after you.” Great work folks!

Apple-Strawberry-Rhubarb
Cider for the G20 Summit
– adapted from an article by Barbara Simpson in the Simcoe
Reformer
U.S. President Barack Obama and other world leaders were
sipping Norfolk cider at the G20 Summit on June 26 and 27.
That’s what the staff of The Cider Keg of Vittoria enjoyed joking
about mere days before they were featured on the international
stage. The Cider Keg’s new Sparkling Apple Strawberry Rhubarb
Cider was served.
While staff doesn’t know exactly when their Norfolk cider was
served up for world leaders, the excitement was palpable in the
store’s air for days before the Summit. A sign has been erected
above the display of Sparking Apple Strawberry Rhubarb Cider
bottles, proudly boasting that the drink is the “toast of the G20
summit ... enjoyed by presidents, prime ministers, heads of state
and YOU!”
“The Cider Keg is very excited to be featured at the G20 summit
and to bring our award-winning Cider Keg sparkling cider to the
international community,” said nCheryl Peck, manager of The
Cider Keg, In a statement.
Mayor nDennis Travale has also expressed his excitement
over Norfolk product popping up at the G20 summit.
“With our inclusion in the G20 Summit, The Cider Keg is
bringing the best of Norfolk County to the world stage,” Mayor
Travale said in a statement.
The Cider Keg had sent a first shipment of 120 bottles to the
G20 summit. The massive gathering shutdown most of downtown
Toronto.
The Cider Keg and Uncle Tom’s Farm Inc. is a
fourth-generation family-owned farm business. On the family farm,
Norfolk County apples are cultivated and grown. Harvested at their
peak, the apples travel from the orchards to the cider mill where the
perfect blend of apples are combined to make cider.

Cheryl Peck, manager of the Cider Keg, would be delighted to
serve up her Sparkling Apple Strawberry Rhubarb Cider, The local
refreshment has been selected for the G20 Summit.
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University of Florida and in return pays royalties to the universities.
Currently Strawberry Tyme grows nursery stock for themselves and
for sale. This very labour intensive process requires local and
off-shore workers to ensure timeliness and quality of work.
nJohn and nDiane Cooper are now third generation
strawberry growers and have overseen the diversification of the
operations to include raspberries and grape tomatoes grown in high
tunnels.
So it seems that Bob Freeman made a wise decision in
transferring his business many years ago to these very capable and
dedicated farmers. The Coopers have literally “grown” the
strawberry operations to 250 acres of fruit and nursery stock. They
continue to use research and technology for the enhancement of
agriculture and for the ultimate benefit of their customers and the
fresh fruit market.
Barbara noted that she felt her Dad would be very pleased with
the success of Strawberry Tyme Farms and with the dedication and
passion that the Cooper family demonstrates in every aspect of
their farming operation.

Reflections of Strawberry
Tyme Farms
- contributed by Linda Vancso
Recently, local farmer nGary Cooper took “time out” from his
busy June schedule to share recollections with Barbara Preston
from Simcoe, about the impact that her father, the late Robert
“Bob” Freeman had, on the success of Cooper family-owned
Strawberry Tyme operations.
Bob Freeman was the son of Henry Freeman, widely
acknowledged as one of the early pioneers of the flue cured
tobacco industry in Canada. Henry Freeman was among the first
to move into the “new belt”, Norfolk County, and grew five acres of
flue cured tobacco experimentally in 1922 in the Lynedoch area.
Bob Freeman attended Cornell University with the intention of
becoming a medical doctor, he was lured back to Canada and the
farming interests left when his father died. Bob settled with his wife
Irene, and daughters Nancy and Barbara on the family farm on the
Lynnville Road, north of Simcoe where they initially grew tobacco.
Seeing the need to diversify, Bob Freeman sought assistance
from John Cooper, Gary’s father. John Cooper at that time was
growing strawberry plants, but was aware that his other farming
interests, namely Norfolk Farms and the growing sweet corn
market, consumed much of his time. In 1960, Bob was able to
obtain strawberry certified stock from Norfolk Farms and went on to
significantly increase his own sales and customer base.
Then in 1974, Gary was paid a surprise visit by Bob Freeman.
At the time, Gary was still growing apples with minimal strawberry
production. Due to other farming pressures, Bob was now ready to
relinquish his portion of the strawberry industry to Gary, on a three
year transition basis. Bob was growing government certified stock
and emphasized to Gary that if he (Bob) was not happy with Gary’s
product or customer service, that Bob would take the business
back. When questioned about why he had chosen Gary, over other
competitors for this offer, Bob noted that it was because of the
previous assistance given to him by Gary’s father.
Subsequently, with the additional market and customer base
from Bob Freeman, Strawberry Tyme Farms was able to establish
it’s presence as a keen competitor on the local, national and
international market.
Gary recalls the initial “shipment” in 1980 of 500 strawberry
plants via the trunk of a car to Florida as he made his foray into the
international market. Today Strawberry Tyme ships 20 million
plants annually to the US.
As Gary toured the farm with Barbara, he pointed out the
various aspects of the evolving integrated program, involving the
fresh fruit and nursery operations. In addition to other northern
varieties, Strawberry Tyme is licensed to grow subtropical
strawberry plants developed by the University of California and the

Scotlynn Longhorn Group
– adapted from an article by Marg Werden in the Port Dover
Maple Leaf
Although there is an environmentally-friendly campaign in place
to eat locally produced food, this is not always a viable option for
city dwellers. As a result, produce grown here in Norfolk often finds
its way to tables across Canada and the United States.
One of the largest growers, marketers and shippers of sweet
corn, watermelons, and pumpkins, the Scotlynn Longhorn Group, is
headquartered in Vittoria. Evolving from a family apple farm,
Scotlynn now grows produce on almost 12,000 acres in North
America, mainly in Ontario, Quebec, Florida, Georgia, and Mexico.
“My father purchased the farm in the late 1980s,” explained
Scotlynn President and CEO Scott Biddle. “He started with apples
and about 300 to 500 acres of sweet corn. Until the mid 1990s, the
farm’s major produce was apples and apple juice.”
In 1993, Scott, already involved in the farming side of the
business, started a trucking company in the off-season. He started
with two trucks, which he tendered out to local suppliers to
transport their goods, mainly produce, to market. “Our fleet now has
more than 300 trucks on the road across North America,” Scott
stated. “We recently opened an office in Florida and are hauling for
super chain stores in the United States as well as all the major
chains in Canada.”
At the same time, the farm shifted from apple production to
other products. “We ripped out the apple trees because of changing
world markets,” Scott explained. Since then, the farming operation
has concentrated on four products: sweet corn, watermelons,
pumpkins, and ginseng.
Locally, Scott farms approximately 1,000 acres and contracts
out an additional 2,000 acres. “In addition, we have 5,000 acres of
watermelon and sweet corn in the Belle Glade area of Florida.”
Corn grown in Norfolk is picked, taken to the packing facility in
Vittoria, where it is flash cooled in a hydrocooling system, and then
packed and shipped as far as California and all across Canada.
“For three months, we ship 24 hours a day, 30 loads a day,” Scott
said. After the corn is picked, depending on how far it travels, it can
be in the stores in one to four days, in a fresh-picked condition.
Last year, watermelons were added to the produce grown by
Scotlynn and the company is now a major North American
watermelon supplier. Using advanced x-ray machines to grade the
fruit, quality assurance personnel look inside every melon to reduce
the possibility of hollow spots to provide the best melons available.
Much of the work on the Norfolk farms is done by off-shore
workers, mainly from Mexico. “The first workers, about 30, arrive in
April and 30 more come in May, but the majority, another 220,
arrive in July to start the harvest,” Scott explained. “They usually
stay until mid-November.” Scott added that the operation uses
off-shore workers because it is hard to find that many workers
locally who are willing to work for such a short time. The workers
stay in bunkhouses built by Scotlynn. “We just built a new facility for
the workers that includes a soccer field and air conditioning,
something they need after working in the field all day.”

Barb Preston and Gary Cooper hold a tray of newly planted
strawberry runner tip plants
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The company’s emphasis
on providing quality produce
has not gone unrecognized
by the industry. In 2009, the
Ontario Produce Marketing
Association honoured
Scotlynn with their “Fresh
Award.” This award is
presented to a young
individual or newcomer to the
industry who has
demonstrated innovation,
passion, spirit and dedication
toward the produce industry
and consistently exhibits a
fervent determination to
improve the quality,
distribution or consumption of
fruit and vegetables marketed
within or outside the province
of Ontario.
In addition, because of
Scott Biddle is President and CEO their ability to persevere
of Scotlynn Longhorn Group, the through difficult economic
largest sweet corn, watermelon and times, the Simcoe and District
Chamber of Commerce
pumpkin grower in Canada.
awarded Scotlynn with an
Outstanding Business
Achievement Award in 2009. While some businesses have suffered
because of the economic downturn, food growers, marketers, and
transportation companies have been doing reasonably well, in part
because consumers have been tightening their belts and not dining
out, but heading to the supermarket more often.
Of course, all farmers, including Scotlynn, also have to contend
with the vagaries of the weather. “We’re off to an early spring this
year,” Scott said, “And we just have to hope that we don’t run into a
cold spell or we’ll all be done for this year.”
And what does the future hold for the company? “We’re always
growing and changing and looking for innovative ways to utilize the
land here in Norfolk,” Scott stated. “So it’s hard to say what the
future may bring.

Nurture your rural roots:
support a local farmer
– adapted from an article by Marg Werden in the Norfolk Hub
If you have ever wondered what it is like to be a farmer, to
despair over bad weather and insect infestations and to rejoice in a
bountiful harvest, now is your chance to find out. The newly formed
Sweet Pea Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) Farm in
Vittoria is selling shares in their 2010 crop.
The concept of CSA began in Austria in the 1920s and became
more popular throughout Europe after the Second World War. The
idea spread to North America in the late 1980s and the movement
has been growing and evolving ever since. There are now
approximately 150 CSA farms in Ontario with more coming on
board every year.
How does a CSA farm operate? CSA farmers receive a set fee
from their shareholders at the start of the growing season. In return,
the shareholders receive dividends (a share of the produce grown
on the farm.) However, the shareholders also share the risks due to
weather and other factors beyond the control of the farmer.
Sweet Pea CSA owners are Amanda Penuta and Andrew
McCracken. As part of the CRAFT (Collaborative Regional Alliance
for Farmer Training), Amanda worked at a large CSA last year to
learn what is involved in running a CSA farm.
“CRAFT is an internship program that allows people like me to
learn how to run a CSA through a full growing season,” Amanda
explained. “The Plan B CSA farm is located in Flamborough and is
a very large CSA feeding about 1,200 families every week. It’s in its
14th year of operation. Our goal here at Sweet Pea is to have about
50 members, but we’re going to start on an even smaller scale, so
we’re looking for about 20 to 25 members this year.”
Sweet Pea is a piggyback operation of Kernal Peanuts in
Vittoria and the produce they will be growing this year will be grown
in an old tobacco greenhouse and on a few acres of land that is
currently in transition from conventional to organic land.
“Not all CSAs are certified organic because the paperwork is
overwhelming,” Amanda said. “However, we don’t plan to use
chemical fertilizers, herbicides, pesticides or fungicides on our
produce. This first year will be a huge learning curve and we’ll be
experimenting by planting diversion crops that will keep the insects
off our produce, by watering our plants with a compost tea, by
mulching and using other ground covers, and by using a lot of
elbow grease.”
And the produce that the Sweet Pea CSA farm will be growing
is not just the ordinary garden variety peas and carrots. “We plan to

Kernal Peanuts is Reducing
dependence on fossil fuels
adapted from an article by Marg Werden in the Norfolk Hub
When I was at Kernal Peanuts in Vittoria this week talking to the
owners of the newly formed Sweet Pea Community Supported
Agriculture farm, I also had a brief conversation with Kernal
Peanuts owner nErnie Racz. The conversation started because I
noted that the air reminded me of being at the Norfolk County Fair:
the aroma of roasting peanuts was everywhere.
Ernie explained that the smell came from both the roasting barn
and from their heating system. The boiler they use to heat almost
17,000 square feet of buildings burns wood and waste peanut
shells. “It’s a hot water system that circulates hot water to two
houses, the greenhouse, our office and store, and to the peanut
processing plant. I used to have two smaller boilers, but this new
one is much more efficient and uses less wood and produces fewer
ashes.”
Although the unit cost about $20,000, Ernie said it will pay for
itself in a few years. “We’ve totally stopped using oil and natural
gas. It’s just one more way for us to save some money. These days
you have to be creative to make any money farming,” he said.
“Minimum wages have gone up, the HST is coming, and they’re
going to install the Smart Meter. How can we compete with imports
whose producers don’t have to deal with any of those things? You
have to come up with different ideas and this is one we’ve come up
with.”
In addition to burning wood and peanut shells, Ernie said they
burn much of their trash, an estimated 1,600 cubic feet of the stuff
every year. Now, if one small operation can do that to reduce
landfill and the need to use fossil fuels, why can’t a municipality?

Amanda Penuta and Andrew McCracken are the owners of the
newly formed Sweet Pea Community Supported Agriculture farm
in Vittoria.
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grow some of the more unusual items that are not in the grocery
stores,” said Amanda. “For example, we’re going to have a variety
of carrots from red to purple to mini round ones. We also plan to
produce things that are natural to this area such as the tomatillo
and the ground cherry.”
Because the produce that shareholders receive in their
bi-weekly basket of goods may be unfamiliar, Amanda and Andrew
plan to provide recipes to help their shareholders learn how to use
the produce. “We plan to grow a huge variety and harvest between
16 and 20 items each week,” Andrew explained. “Every week here
will be both a harvest time and a planting time so that we taper the
harvest of the different crops throughout the season. Because we
have the use of a greenhouse, we’ll have a bit of a jump on the
spring season and be able to extend the season a bit in the fall.”
Shareholders have several options for receiving their produce.
“We can deliver the food to their door or we have received some
interest in several local towns for a central depot where
shareholders can pick up their basket of produce,” Andrew stated.
Amanda admits that the cost of a full season share (14 baskets
of produce throughout the growing season for $490) is not
inexpensive. “As a CSA farm shareholder what you’re also paying
for, in addition to the produce, is a chance to support a local farmer.
Every dollar goes directly to the farmer with no money going to the
middleman. You get to know who is growing your food and you
know it’s being grown locally and not being transported hundreds or
thousands of miles to the grocery store. You get to see the whole
picture of food production and take part in an alternative to buying
food in the grocery store. The concept also cuts down drastically on
food packaging. CSA farms appeal to urban people without the
option of having a garden in their backyard.”
In addition to purchasing the full 14 shares, Sweet Pea is
offering individual shares at $35. “What you get in your share will
depend on which week you choose. We’re not a grocery store, but
we can tailor-make orders to some extent.” Another option available
is to become a CSA supporter. A $100 payment will be paid back in
produce from the farm throughout the growing season.
Since the beginning of May, Sweet Pea produce has also been
available to the public in general at Kernal Peanuts’ retail store in
Vittoria and at the Port Dover Silver Lake Farmers’ Market.
For more information, send an email with questions to
sweetpeacsafarm@gmail.com or call 226-567-0258.

Former Tobacco grower Chris Van Paassen estimates it would cost
him $30,000 to properly dispose of his kiln yard.
road in Charlotteville Township,” he said. “Every farm was a
tobacco farm.”
Now that almost every grower has accepted a buyout from
Ottawa, tobacco kilns are a liability. They cost money to maintain
and trigger property taxes as farm outbuildings. Tobacco kilns have
a specialized design, and the farmers who own them do not need
this much storage,
The obvious solution is to knock them down and burn them.
Indeed, Norfolk’s burn bylaw was specifically written with kiln
demolitions in mind. No rubbish fire in Norfolk is allowed to cover
more than 388 square feet and cannot be more than 79 inches
high. This describes the rubbish heap created when a tobacco kiln
is collapsed into its foundation.
The county, however, forbids the burning of anything other than
clean organic material, that means farmers must remove all
shingles, tarpaper. asbestos and – to the best of their ability – the
thick layer of spray-foam insulation caked inside most kilns. That’s
a tall order.
Former growers are between a rock and a hard place. Cleaning
up a kiln is expensive and time-consuming, especially if it contains
asbestos. Only specialized contractors are allowed to handle
demolitions involving asbestos.
But burying kilns as agricultural waste is also expensive. Chris
estimates it would cost as much as $30,000 to demolish and bury a
typical kiln yard.
Norfolk Councillor Roger Geysens said the situation calls for an
efficient, creative solution. Otherwise, the tobacco belt can look
forward to a blighted landscape.
“Part of the problem is it’s very expensive to remove tar paper
and shingles from these old kilns,” Councillor Geysens said. “If we
insist on that you’re going to see a lot of these kilns run down.”
Experiments are underway with wood chipping technology that
would at least reduce the mass of these kilns when they are
demolished. If the machinery is perfected, it would be less
expensive to bury the resulting waste.
The dilemma has the attention of Norfolk Fire & Rescue and the
Ministry of the Environment. Fire officials and MOE staff are
negotiating a protocol on kiln disposal that will come to Norfolk
council next spring as part of a comprehensive overhaul of the
county’s burn bylaw. Norfolk’s agricultural advisory board is
providing input.
As it is, the MOE standard is fairly permissive. The MOE is fine
with burning kiln debris so long as a good-faith effort is made to
strip it of toxic materials. Chris says the MOE discourages the
burning of these materials, but does not expressly forbid it like the
county bylaw does.
A possible solution, he said, is a federal or provincial stimulus
program aimed at the safe elimination of surplus kilns. If money
were available, Chris says former tobacco growers could afford to
hire a crew for several months to dismantle the buildings and
separate toxic and recyclable materials from those that can be
safely burned. The result would be jobs in an area that desperately
needs them, a tidier landscape and the elimination of a potential
source of contamination in an environmentally-sensitive one.
“I could do something like that with 50-cent dollars,” Chris said.

Kilns a liability
– adapted from an article by Monte Sonnenberg in the Simcoe
Reformer
The Harper government engineered an exit strategy last year
for thousands of tobacco growers and associated quota holders.
Today, politicians, firefighters and farmers recognize that an exit
strategy is also needed for the vast number of kilns still standing in
the tobacco belt. In the absence of a plan, illegal fires and their
potential tor environmental contamination promise to be a problem.
At its peak in the early 1970s, tobacco farming employed 8,000
growers in southwestern Ontario. Of these, 4,500 produced
flue-cured tobacco in Norfolk, Elgin, Brant, Oxford and Middlesex
counties. Another 3,500 growers produced burley and black
tobacco farther west.
Today, there are only 118 growers and a massive amount of
stranded infrastructure. Wooden kilns are especially problematic
because nearly all of them contain large amounts of material that is
toxic when burned. It is hard to say exactly how many kilns will
have to be demolished. ˚
A total of 13,000 kilns were modified 10 years ago when Health
Canada complained about the open flame curing method and its
potential to produce nitrosamines – a suspected carcinogen.
However, this represents only wooden kilns still in use at the time.
Many farmers sold their quota before then or left the industry under
earlier exit programs.
Chris Van Paassen of Port Dover, a director of the Ontario
Flue-Cured Tobacco Growers Marketing Board and chair of
Norfolk’s agricultural advisory board, suspects more than 20,000
stick kilns dotted the landscape at the peak of the industry. The
majority were located in Norfolk.
“There was a time when you would see a kiln yard on every
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Witch’s brew of chemicals
– adapted from an article by Monte Sonnenberg in the Simcoe
Reformer
A tobacco kiln may look like a humble wooden shack, but
Norfolk firefighters would approach one in an emergency the same
way they would a chemical fire in an industrial park.
“We would fight a fire like that with full bunker gear and
self-contained breathing apparatus,” Norfolk Fire Chief Terry Dicks
said in a recent interview. “Today we are masked up, packed up
and ready to go.”
Firefighters and their commanders have good reason to be
cautious. Only recently has science come to understand the health
risks taken by the traditional ‘smoke eater’.
The Ministry of Labour recently acknowledged that firefighters
are at high risk of cancers that are noteworthy for their rarity and
aggresiveness. Veteran firefighters diagnosed with cancer of the
brain, kidney, ureter, bladder, digestive tract and esophagus are
eligible for compensation under new rules adopted by the Workers
Safety Insurance Board (WSIB).
A kiln that hasn’t been cleaned properly emits a witch’s brew of
toxic chemicals when torched. Toronto firefighter Paul Atkinson, a
member of the Ontario Professional Firefighters Association’s
occupational disease committee, says it is wise to stay upwind from
this sort of fire.
To start with, burning shingles and tar paper send tar globules
into the air. Even if they are not inhaled, these globules will cause
contact dermatitis if they land on skin. Significant exposure over
time can lead to skin cancer and lymphoma.
Spray foam insulation is also a problem. Even when heated,
foam insulation – which is a type of plastic – will release toxins into
the air.
“It’s a nasty one,” Paul said.
“And asbestos has been belatedly recognized as one of the
most toxic building materials ever invented. Airborne fibres will
damage the respiratory tract, cause lung cancer, and cause cancer
of the gastrointestinal tract from mouth to rectum.”
The frightening thing about toxic fires is that each one is
different. The 70,000 chemicals known to man can be combined
into more than 7 million compounds when burned.
Paul cited a serious fire at the U.S.E. Hickson chemical plant in
Scarborough 10 years ago as an example of the unknowns
firefighters face. MOB staff analyzed runoff from the blaze and were
surprised to discover high concentrations of tin even though no one
could account for its presence.
For the sake of the community, the environment and firefighter
safety, Norfolk County limits what can be burned in rubbish fires in
rural areas to neutral, organic materials such as twigs, branches,
leaves and untreated wood. Also for health and safety reasons,
open air burning in urban areas is restricted to backyard chimneas
and cooking fires.
“If you want to burn a kiln, take the shingles off, take the tar
paper off and the foam insulation and the asbestos and we will let
you knock it down and burn it,” Chief Dicks said.

Father-and-son dive team Mike (on left) and Warren Fletcher
uncover marine mysteries in the six-part series Dive Detectives,
which aired on the History Channel from March 31 to April 5.
likely that a rogue wave, a giant wave of water that can reach
heights as tall as a ten-storey building, may have triggered the
sinking. Lightfoot has indicated that he may change the words in his
well-known song about the tragedy to reflect these findings.
Mike, who began his underwater exploration when he was 13
years old, tells the story of his first dive. “I picked cucumbers for
Dave Smith in Port Ryerse all summer and saved $300 to buy my
first dive equipment. I had to order it at the end of the summer and
so didn’t get it until the fall. My first dive was at Hay Creek in late
October and I didn’t have the money for a wet suit, so I froze. I
hadn’t taken any diving courses and just went in while my father
paced back and forth on the dam, freaking out about me. I was sort
of disappointed with the dive; it was dark, it was cold, and the tank
only lasted about ten minutes because I was hyperventilating so
much,” he laughed.
However, despite that initial disappointment, Mike went on to
become a commercial diver and he credits local fishermen and
divers for the knowledge he gained and now uses to roam the world
in search of shipwrecks. “The skills that Warren and I use to do
what we do, we learned working out of Port Dover, drilling gas wells
and working with the fishermen,” Mike stated. “People like Harry
Gamble, John VanHalteren, and Gary Misner taught me so
much, and fishing families, like the Powells, gave me valuable
information about shipwrecks on the lake. Smitty kept a record of
places where his nets got caught over and over again, and almost
every one of them turned out to be a shipwreck. I’ve never forgotten
what the fishermen in Port Dover did for me and I still rely on
fishermen around the world. They know where everything is and
will lead you there and I’ve always been very respectful of them
because they have supplied me with so much information, as well
as boats and platforms.”
“Fishermen are the best boat captains,” Warren agreed. “They
know how to predict the tides and get you out alive if something
happens. If you’re in trouble, you’d rather have a smart fisherman
up above than some rich guy with a yacht.”
Mike said that when he started diving, it was the “cowboy era” of
the profession. “We basically had a cowboy approach to getting the
job done and solving problems,” he said, “And that’s something I
learned right here in Port Dover.”
“And I came in right at the end of that era,” Warren added. “I
started diving when I was six or seven years old and had my ticket
when I was 11. However, I had to wait until I was 12 before I could
do my first open water dive.”
The “Dive Detectives” series is the culmination of two years of
planning and preparation and three months of non-stop travelling
and diving. “After the success of the Sea Hunters, we talked to the
History Channel about putting together another series,” Warren
explained. “After spending considerable time in pre-production and
arranging financing, the economy crashed and we were at a
standstill. Then, when we finally got the green light, we had a crazy
schedule from January to May of 2009.”
Mike said that for the first time, he actually circumnavigated the
globe. “I took my truck to the airport in Toronto, flew to Laos, flew
around the world back to Toronto, and drove my truck back home
and parked it in the same marks in the snow four days later. While I

Mike and Warren Fletcher
solve marine mysteries
adapted from an article by Marg Werden in the Port Dover
Maple Leaf
With the debut of their latest television series, “Dive Detectives,”
local adventurers, explorers and divers, father and son Mike and
Warren Fletcher are attracting considerable attention for their
unravelling of underwater mysteries. However, the attention is not
something they were looking for or expected.
“The series has turned into so much more than we expected,”
Mike said. “We certainly didn’t expect the reaction we got from
Gordon Lightfoot after he viewed the episode about the Edmund
Fitzgerald.”
In the debut show of the series, the Fletchers uncover facts that
indicate that the cause of the sinking of the Edmund Fitzgerald was
not crew error, as originally reported by investigators. It is quite
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was in Laos, I jumped into the Mekong River, which looks like Black
Creek after a heavy spring rain, and picked up some sort of bug
along the way and couldn’t eat. I was so exhausted when I got
home and then had to turn around two days later and go back to
Laos.”
“It was pretty non-stop like that for about three or four months,”
Warren said. “One week we’d be in the Caribbean and the next
week we’d be in Asia or Europe.”
“Making a television show involves a lot of deprivation of both
sleep and human contact,” Mike explained. “I once told a boat
captain that I could sleep on a pile of frozen rope and when he
asked me how I knew that I told him it was because I had already
done it. However, we’re not complaining. We’re making these
sacrifices to have this crazy, adventurous job and not have to have
‘normal’ jobs. We’re doing what we love to do and still paying the
bills. Although the television producers sometimes tend to treat us
as ‘actors’, we’re not actors. Once we get away from the producers,
the Mike and Warren from Port Dover kick in and we do what we
know how to do best.”
The making of the Dive Detectives series was definitely not all
smooth sailing for the father-and-son team. “We had an absolute
failure on what was supposed to be our first episode,” Mike said.
“We heard from a man, a former crop duster from Norfolk County
and now living in Newfoundland, that he thought he knew where
some Viking ships were, something that would have been an
earth-shattering discovery. After some very clandestine meetings
and secret trips to find the site, it turned out they were some
pointed steel tanks that had been dumped during World War II.
That episode immediately evaporated. But it wasn’t a wasted time;
it gave us a chance to work together as a team with our crew,
which was good.”
According to the two divers, their shipwreck searches tend to be
all or nothing. “You can spend a lot of time and money and find
nothing and end up being a goat, or you find something great and
you’re a hero,” Warren said.
Their second episode, focussing on the Edmund Fitzgerald,
almost did not happen as well. “We were supposed to meet a
freighter from Port Dover’s Lower Lakes Towing in Sault Ste. Marie,
Canada, to make a trip similar to the one taken by the Edmund
Fitzgerald. However, upon arriving in Sault Ste. Marie, we learned
the trip, at the last minute, was to be cancelled. When we talked to
the Lower Lakes official though, we were told that if we could get to
the American side of Lake Superior where the ship was being
loaded, we could get on the homeward bound leg of the trip, which
would be the last trip of the year. So we rented a van, squeezed the
crew and all of our equipment into it and drove all night through a
snowstorm to get to the ship before it sailed. We literally
abandoned the rented van in a snow bank and ran for the ship.”
In addition to dealing with misinformation, schedule changes
and bad weather, exploring in remote parts of the world is not
without other dangers. Mike and Warren disagreed about which of
the six episodes was the most dangerous. “The Mekong River had
some really strong currents and poor visibility,” Mike said.
“But the Philippines had even more potential for being hurt or
killed by pirates,” Warren countered. “As well, we didn’t have a
decompression chamber with us and there are some
super-poisonous and deadly sea snakes in that area.”
The two divers agreed, however, that the “Ghost Ship” episode
was the best detective story in the series and that the Caribbean
island of Saba was akin to being in paradise; except, of course,
landing and taking off from the shortest international runway in the
world, one with a cliff that falls into the ocean at each end. “They
literally take off by flying off the cliff and you end up dropping down
before you actually start to lift up again,” Warren said. “They weigh
everybody and everything that goes onto the plane because a few
hundred pounds makes a huge difference.”
Now that the first series of the show is complete, Mike and
Warren are already considering the future. “We’re already looking
into a few more marine mysteries with good stories,” Mike stated,
“But we don’t know if we’ll have a second season. It depends on
viewer interest, so we’ll find out soon. Whether we do or not, we
look at the series as the great opportunity it has become for us. It’s
not about us being on television, but rather about going out into the
world and doing exploration. The shows are just a great record of
our adventure and we really appreciate the chance to be able to do
what we do.”

Canada’s National Bird
– adapted from an article by Marg Werden in the Norfolk Hub
The USA’s national bird, the Bald Eagle, is the second largest
symbol of that country’s identity next to their flag. Mexico’s flag
features their national bird, the Crested Caracara. New Zealanders
are nicknamed for their national bird, the Kiwi. But what is Canada’s
national bird? The Canada Goose? The Common Loon? Think
again.
Surprisingly, we don’t have one officially, although some
websites claim it is the Loon, which is actually Ontario’s official bird.
The federal government’s Canadian Heritage department’s
publication, “Symbols of Canada,” published in March 2009, shows
that the officially proclaimed symbols of Canada include the maple
leaf, the beaver, the Canadian horse, the flag, and the coat of arms.
No bird has ever been recognized as Canada’s national bird by an
act of parliament.
James Cowan of the Canadian Raptor Conservancy, west of
Port Ryerse, would like to change that. “Through the research that
we do for our shows,” James explained, “We couldn’t find anything
that told us what the national bird of Canada is. We went to MP
Diane Finley to ask her to check and we found out that there is no
national bird of Canada. So, about two months ago, we started a
campaign to get a national bird for Canada.”
The goal is to collect 200,000 signatures on the internet and at
the Canadian Raptor Conservancy shows that are held across
Canada. “We want to get a debate going in parliament about the
need for a national bird and we want to get together a list of about
20 tops choices of birds that could be our national bird,” stated
James.
James feels that there are some important criteria for choosing
a national bird. “We really need a bird that is found across the
country and we don’t want to use a bird that is already a provincial,
territorial, or USA state bird,” he said.
One bird that has been suggested by a number of people is the
Red-tailed Hawk. “A couple of thousand people have already been
on line with suggestions and the Red-tailed Hawk seems to be an
overwhelming favourite,” said James. “This bird is found in every
province and in the southern parts of the territories. It is not
endangered and everyone can easily identify it because it is fairly
common. The Red-tailed Hawk is only found in North America and
stays in Canada year-round. In addition, this bird has great
significance for Canadian native people and was once known as
the Great Red-tailed Eagle and can be found in native paintings
and stories.”
Although some people may feel that the Canada Goose should
be Canada’s national bird, James has a few problems with that.
“The Canada Goose really has no significance for Canada other

James Cowan, from the Canadian Raptor Conservancy south of
Vittoria, holding Sadie, a Red-tailed Hawk, is heading a campaign
to make the Red-tailed Hawk Canada's national bird.
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than that Canada is in its name, they are almost a pest bird like the
pigeon, and the Bald Eagle (the US national bird) eats a lot of
Canada Geese. Do we really want a national bird that is eaten by
the American national bird?”
To add your name to the petition for a national bird or to
suggest a bird as a candidate for Canada’s national bird, visit the
Canadian Raptor Conservancy’s website at
www.canadianraptorconservancy.com.

mercury contamination to try to find out where it is coming from.”
Part of Jody’s job is to educate the public about the species and
through funding provided by the Ontario Trillium Foundation,
Ministry of Natural Resources Species at Risk Stewardship Fund
and Ontario Power Generation, BSC was able to deliver a very
successful Bald Eagle educational program “Eagles in the
Classroom” to 60 classes and over 1,400 students in London,
Peterborough, and Haldimand and Norfolk Counties. “OPG has
been very generous in supporting this program,” Jody said.
Although the Bald Eagle seems to be out of immediate danger
of extinction in southern Ontario, the species will continue to be
monitored. “If anyone finds an eagle’s nest or thinks a pair is
nesting, I’d like to hear about it,” Jody said.

Bald Eagles
– adapted from an article by Marg Werden in the Norfolk Hub
A couple of Bald Eagles were circling over our property on
Kitchen Road, Vittoria, a few weeks ago and when they eventually
flew close enough, I managed to get a photo of one of them. When
I checked it out on the computer later, I realized that the eagle was
wearing a backpack! I’ve known about Bird Studies Canada’s
Southern Ontario Bald Eagle Monitoring program for some time, but
I had never seen an eagle with one of the tracking packs on its
back.
I called Jody Allair, Biologist and Science Educator with Bird
Studies Canada (BSC), to find out how the monitoring program was
going. He told me that he thought the bird I had seen was probably
“Murray,” because he had been hanging around James Cowan’s
Canadian Raptor Conservancy, just west of Port Ryerse, for some
time. “He’s not very big,” he said, “Because he’s only three years
old. He’s the first Bald Eagle I ever banded. However, his
transmitter isn’t working any longer so he’s not on the Eagle
Tracker program.”
Although Bald Eagles were abundant in pre-European
settlement days, loss of habitat and human persecution led to a
significant decline in their population in the Great Lakes area.
Protective legislation passed in the late 1800s helped the
population rebound to about 100 breeding pairs by 1950. However,
the introduction of DDT and PCBs spelled disaster for these and
many other birds. By 1960, the Bald Eagle in this part of Canada
was almost gone, by 1970 it was classified as endangered in
southern Ontario, and by 1980, although three pairs nested, all
failed to produce any chicks.
In 1983, the Southern Ontario Bald Eagle Monitoring Project, a
co-operative project led by the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources (OMNR) and the Canadian Wildlife Service (CWS) was
initiated. BSC became a partner in the project in 1996, assuming
responsibility for the co-ordination of field studies and monitoring
efforts. The program involved monitoring nest sites, productivity
and mortality, weighing, measuring and banding eaglets,
transplanting eaglets from north-western Ontario, and taking blood
and feather samples to monitor levels of pesticides and heavy
metal contaminants.
By the early 1990s, the health of the Bald Eagle population had
improved, the level of
contaminants had declined
dramatically, and the
numbers of nests and chicks
produced had also increased.
In 2004, a satellite-tracking
program began with the goal
of tracking the movements of
juvenile eagles in their first
three years of life. From 2004
to 2009, a total of 24 eaglets
were tracked. In 2009, there
were 48 known active Bald
Eagle nests within the study
area (the Great Lakes area),
of which 38 produced at least
one young.
“We’re really happy with
how things are going now,”
Jody told me. “We’re now
scaling back on the tracking
program. However, we are
continuing with collecting
feathers to monitor lead and

Vic Gibbons is LPBO’s Guest
Birder
– adapted from an article by Marg Werden in the Norfolk Hub
Every May, thousands of birders from across Canada and
around the world take part in a 24-hour marathon of bird
identification to raise funds to support research and conservation of
wild birds. Known as the “Baillie Birdathon,” this event is the oldest
sponsored bird count in North America. Established in 1976 as a
national fundraiser, the Baillie Birdathon has benefited numerous
wildlife organizations including Bird Studies Canada, bird
observatories, conservation organizations and naturalist clubs.
One such 24-hour birdathon was held at the Long Point Bird
Observatory (LPBO) with local artist nVic Gibbons as the guest
birder. Accompanying Vic were his daughter Jane Gardner and
grandson Scott Gardner. To assist in identifying the birds that
were spotted, noted local birder George Pond and Bird Studies
Canada Director of National Programs Jon McCracken also
participated in the day-long outing.
The Baillie Birdathon is named in honour of James L. Baillie
who was Assistant Curator in the Ornithology Department of the
Royal Ontario Museum for almost 50 years.
This great Canadian naturalist, conservationist and educator
had the ability to share his knowledge of birds with thousands of
people and his enthusiasm and knowledge inspired hundreds of
naturalists to pursue bird study and conservation.
Each year the Baillie Birdathon invites a guest artist to design
the t-shirt for the event. This year’s t-shirt is based on a photo by
Robert L. Taylor, a founding member of the LPBO and a
naturalist, photographer and award-winning writer.
In addition, many organizations invite a guest birder to
participate in their local events to help raise interest in the event
and this year, for the first time, the LPBO decided to have a
celebrity artist join the event. “This is a special year because it is
the 50th anniversary of the LPBO,” explained Kristlne Dobney,
Bird Studies Canada’s Birdathon Co-ordinator. “Team LPBO this
year is made up of eight past and present ‘banders-in-charge’ at
the observatory.”
Vic’s day of birding started at 7 a.m. at the bird banding station
where banders were busily trying to assess and record the birds
that had been netted already that morning.
“On an average day we’ll band about 50 or 60 birds,” said Mike
Burrell, bander in charge at the station. “On a good day, we can do
up to 200.”
This day seemed to be a very good day as dozens of birds
were being banded. Eventually, however, many of the birds that
had been caught had to be released before they were banded. “We
can only hold onto them for an hour,” Mike said. “A lot of the birds
have very few fat reserves on them, so that means they arrived
overnight, and they need to build up their reserves again before
they can continue their migration.”
The birdathon group then headed out for a walk around the
observatory trails, where dozens of species could be seen and
heard. “This is one of the best days I’ve been out birding this year,”
George Pond said. “This is the third birdathon I’ve taken part in
this year. Usually we’ll spot about 120 to 150 species during the
24-hour period. Top birders will see more than that, maybe up to
180 species, during their birdathon day.’'
“It’s like being in a candy shop out here this morning,” Vic
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everyone in the family to enjoy. You should watch for the next
opportunity to see a nVic Gibbons exhibit.

A Lifetime enjoyment
– adapted from an article by Earl Hartlen in the Port Dover
Maple Leaf
Those fortunate enough to reside in Port Dover know very well
the charms this small town offers - picturesque, a relatively milder
climate than most of Canada and the great people who reside here.
These are just a few of the many benefits.
nBetty (Chadwick) Goode is one of those residents that I
would say represents the best of Port Dover.
For over 30 years she has volunteered doing the books for the
Norfolk General Hospital Gift Shop, was a member of the Hospital
Board of Directors for 26 years and she even makes up the flower
arrangements for the hospital. By the way, those flowers that were
on last week’s front page of the Port Dover Maple Leaf community
newspaper were hers and they took first place at the Horticultural
Society’s Spring Flower Show. Betty was also featured a couple of
years ago when Stan Morris wrote an article about her Royal
Family commemorative china collection. However, there is another
side of Betty that most do not know and that is her wonderful talent
as an oil painter.
I do not profess to be an art critic but I do know what I like and
Betty’s oil paintings are, to say the least, incredible! The hours of
detail spent in producing these fine works of art are apparent when
you have an opportunity to just stand back and appreciate what’s in
front of you. Originally Betty started with water colours but changed
to oil where her talent blossomed with the use of a palette knife
instead of a brush. Her husband. Howard, travelled a lot and Betty
would spend many hours painting after putting the three daughters
to bed, sometimes to 3 or 4 o’clock in the morning. But when asked
who was her greatest inspiration she will still tell you it was
Howard, who not only critiqued the work but offered
encouragement.
Betty was raised in Vittoria and attended Simcoe High School.
While living in Quebec she studied oil painting but you might say
her artistic abilities have been passed on from her
great-great-grandfather William Pope. Mr. Pope, who resided in
Port Ryerse, was a famous 19th century painter whose works have
been compared to John James Audubon. In 1976 local historian
Harry Barrett published a book about William Pope with 36
illustrations displaying his legacy to Canadian ornithology (the
branch of zoology that deals with the study of birds).
Betty has sold many paintings over the years, that in itself
speaks volumes about how good her work must be. However,
when asked what was one of her favourite memories, a smile
crossed her face as she told the story about how many years ago
her work was put on display by mistake at the Norfolk County Fair
with local artist nVic Gibbons. The staff obviously thought it was

LPBO bander-in-charge Mike Burrell demonstrates bird banding to
(left to right) LPBO Baillie Birdathon Guest Birder Vic Gibbons,
birder George Pond, and Vic's daughter Jane Gardner.
added.
According to Kristine, the 2009 birdathon raised over $240,000
last year. “We’re aiming for a quarter million this year,” she said.
“Vic has raised $2,000 so far this year and George is close to
$9,000.”
To make a donation to this year’s birdathon, go to
www.bsc-eoc.org/ and click on “Support BSC,” “Baillie Birdathon”
and then “Sponsor a Participant.”

Vic Gibbons exhibited Art at
Eva Brook Donly Museum
– adapted from an article by Dave Scott in the Norfolk Hub
My family took in the nVic Gibbons exhibit of original painting
at the Eva Brook Donly Museum. When we arrived Vic was busy
welcoming the guests. Vic had that glint in his eye, he was in his
element and the folks who attended were enjoying the fine
paintings that were on display. Vic’s works are a rare treat that
should be enjoyed by all the folks of Norfolk County. There is
something in each painting that draws you in for a look. My son,
who seemed to always be drawing something, was captivated by
Vic’s work. The great part about Vic’s work is there is something for
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that “IT”.
I have to say I think the show was a success and
congratulations to all who took part and to the organizers Ingrid,
Barb, Lena and Mae ... great work!
And did I mention a portion of the funds raised went to help the
church in Port Ryerse?

Vittoria’s One-of-a-kind Art and
Woodcraft Show marked 25
years and counting
– adapted from an article by Dave Scott in the Norfolk Hub
It doesn’t seem possible but Christmas is not that far off. So, we
best face the reality and start preparing. On our list for shopping we
may want to include stopping by the Vittoria & District Community
Centre (VDCC) on the third weekend of November for the 26th Art
& Woodcraft Show & Sale. I headed over to nRon Bezzo’s place a
while back and Ron gave me some background on the outstanding
quality of craftsmanship that is on sale at the event.
Ron himself puts his works out there for the public, and if you
don’t know what Ron does I will give you a hint. The past 18 years
Ron has been making bowls, all sizes and shapes, coloured wine
glasses, candle holders all from the burls that grow on the side of
trees.
There is a unique artisan quality to his work and with the
different types of wood (cherry, maple, cedar, pine, spruce and
hickory to mention a few) his works are truly decorative pieces
reflecting a diversity that is a keepsake for any family. Enough
about Ron, some of the other works that will be for sale that day
include 16 exhibits showing bird carvings, wood burning.
marionettes, stained glass, pottery, painters, jewelry and teddy
bears. And hey admission is free, got to like that price!
The show draws a crowd of 300 to 600 people over the
weekend which is the perfect way to find a present for that hard to
buy person in your family, and as a bonus don’t forget about
stopping by the town hall for a light lunch after you visit the show.
This year’s Show (the 26th) will be held on Saturday November
20 and Sunday, November 21 from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm at the
VDCC. Everyone is welcome, and admission is free.

Vic’s art and to nBetty Goode this was definitely an honour to
have her work included with such a renowned artist.

Art in the Park at Port Ryerse
– adapted from an article by Dave Scott in the Norfolk Hub
It was a typical fall Saturday ... grey and gloomy and kind of
cool ... a day when you wondered where summer went ... Wait, did
we have any summer this year? Anyway, I was off to the church in
Port Ryerse to check out the first annual Art in the Port.
I arrived and there was a comfortable crowd stirring around the
church checking out the many different paintings, pottery, jewelry
and stained glass.
I caught up with Ingrid Zyma-Irvin, one of the organizers of the
event, who told me that since moving to Port Ryerse a number of
years ago from New Mexico, she has always wanted to put
together a show featuring talent In the village. Everyone
participating in the show had a connection to Port Ryerse.
When you walked into the show it had that Ryerse feel to it ...
relaxed, no one taking themselves too seriously, a lot of the art
spoke of that feel in Ryerse. Meanwhile downstairs in the church
basement, there was homemade soup and tasty cookies available.
Back upstairs I decided to Interview Andrea Bellinger-Cleland
from Moonlight Pottery. It was her first show and her pottery had
caught my eye.
I asked how she became involved in pottery and she explained
she was always drawn to nature and connected with the earth. She
had taken pottery classes and it is something she really enjoys.
With three young children at home I’m thinking this might be
Andrea’s moment to herself in the evenings. Her husband and kids
are very supporting of her work and she hopes to do a few more
shows and get her work out there.
First, don’t get me wrong I am no artist ... but looking at
Andrea’s work you get the feeling that it is personal. There is more
to it. I asked again why pottery? Andrea then explained that her
grandmother did pottery as well and she remembers watching her. I
could see there was a connection there and Andrea’s pottery has

“Christmas in Vittoria”
celebrated 14th year
November 21st and 22nd, 2009 were the dates for the 14th
Annual Christmas in Vlttoria tour. Last year’s event was especially
exciting, as it was held in conjunction with the 7th Annual Rotary
Club of Simcoe’s Holiday House Tour, a must see when you are
visiting Vittoria.
Most participants in 2009 will likely participate again in this
year’s tour on November 20 and 21, 2010:
ROYAL OAK FEEDS: Mark Sommervllle and Ruth Fleming
will help you select a quality bird feeder and choose the right
seed. They can also provide you with all of your pet’s Christmas
needs, with a wide selection of pet toys, pet beds and treats, as
well as super premium pet foods.
BEAR L WINERY: This Is Norfolk County’s only fruit winery.
nKim Ludwig offers a selection of fruit wines and draught cider,
made in small batches to preserve the unique flavours and
aromas of our local fruit.
GRAMS PANTRY: Take a trip down nostalgia lane. nEd and
nTerri Stenclik have something for everyone, specializing in
antiques, buggies and cutters. Also available are delicious
home-baked pies and tarts.
PLANTATION HOUSE: nGinger Stanley invites you into her
historic farmhouse where she will host local crafters and artisans
showcasing their reasonably priced and unique gifts. You will find
everything from teddy bears and quilts to hand made cards and
functional items made of wood.
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KERNAL PEANUTS LTD: nNancy and nErnie Racz have
been growing and processing Valencia peanuts on their farm
since 1979. You will be enticed by the variety of mouthwatering
peanut treats. Also available are beautiful gift baskets for any
occasion.
THE CIDER KEG: nCheryl Peck and her staff will help you
choose from their assortment of award winning ciders and
specialty foods. Gift baskets are available for that hard to buy for
person on your shopping list.
FOXMOOR FARMS: Russell and Lynne Blake specialize in red
currants, black currants and gooseberries. Their preserves are
made following traditional English recipes using only their own
farm-grown fruit.
VITTORIA TOWN HALL: When you feel a little hungry, head for
downtown historic Vittoria where nNeeltie Arnott from ‘Yours to
Please Catering’ is serving a tasty lunch.
Be sure to enter your name for a door prize at each location.
This November, why not free yourself from the mall and come to
the country! Feel the down-home hospitality and warm welcome
from your friends in Vittoria.

owned by nClair and nGertrude Smith. Blissful Blossoms of
Simcoe decorated the house for the tour.
• CHRIST CHURCH, VITTORIA is one of Canada’s architectural
ecclesiastical jewels. Built in 1844 on the site of the original court
house of the London District, the church displays many Regency
architectural characteristics, a style popular at that time. The
church has remained untouched by many retrofitting trends over
the years and retains its original features including the rare
Regency windows. Weekly services were discontinued in 1976
but two services are held annually to which everyone is
welcome. Members of the Christ Church family decorated the
building for the tour.
• THE OLD SOWDEN PLACE located near the large bend in
Highway 24 opposite the turn-off to Port Ryerse. This Tudor style
home was built in 1936 for the Sowden family and is now owned
and occupied by Ruth and Mark Sommerville. It was built of
Credit Valley limestone and the old-world craftsmanship is seen
in the leaded-glass casement windows and copper
eavestroughs. Doors and moldings are of chestnut, a tree which
has disappeared from the local scene because of a blight
disease. Sobey’s Flowers of Simcoe decorated the home.
• IDYLWYLD HOUSE, PORT RYERSE was built in 1851 when
Port Ryerse was a booming community with at least five hotels.
James Cutting was the original owner/builder and it was known
as The Cutting Hotel. The building boasted stables, a carriage
house and an upstairs ballroom. Today, one-third of the original
building remains but as a private house with many of the
distinctive features still existing. Idylwyld is currently owned and
occupied by Christie and Rick Giles. Interior decoration for the
house tour was done by Design Concepts of Port Dover.
During the house tour weekend, light refreshments were
available at the Old Town Hall in Vittoria. Hearty hot lunches were
served at the parish hall of St. John’s Anglican Church,
Woodhouse, at the intersection of Highway 24 and St. John’s Road.

For information contact:
Nancy at 1-519-426-9888, or e-mail kernal@kwic.com
Cheryl at 1-519-426-0705, or e-mail ciderkeg@kwic.com

Rotary House Tour showcased
historic homes
– adapted from an article by Monte Sonnenberg in the Simcoe
Reformer
The 7th annual Simcoe Rotary Club holiday house tour was
held last November 21 and 22 in conjunction with the Christmas in
Vittoria festival. The tour was centred around Vittoria and the area
southwest of Simcoe.
Six private residences and one heritage church were open for
viewing, all decorated for the upcoming festive season.
The seven locations were:
• CULVERDENE HOUSE, Highway 24 south, across from
Ludwig’s Transport. This Neo-Classical style designated home,
built in the early 1840s is owned and occupied by Norah
Browne, a great-great-great-granddaughter of the original owner
Major Joseph Culver of United Empire Loyalist vintage.
Decorations were done by King’s Flower and Garden Centre.
• THE MOUND HERITAGE HOUSE on the 5th Concession of
Charlotteville just east of the Turkey Point Road. This is arguably
the oldest existing house in Norfolk County, built in 1831 by
Robert Munro, son of Colonel James Munro another United
Empire Loyalist. It had several owners over the years. In 1933 it
was purchased by Col. Donald Pidgeon, brother of actor
Walter Pidgeon, who occasionally stayed at the house. It is now
owned by Patricia Kent and Clint Bowman and was designated
a Heritage Home in 2007. Landon Flora decorated the home for
the tour.
• THE BRADSTREET HOME in the centre of Vittoria just west of
the post office. This house was built in 1851 by village
blacksmith Edward Hackett, who set the house way back from
the main street and had his blacksmith’s shop (now long gone)
near the road entrance. The house is an excellent example of
classical Revival volume style with Regency detailing. The
central front entrance door is a special feature with original
side-lights in a diamond shaped pattern. nLynn and Michael
Bradstreet are the current owners of the home. Decorations for
the tour were by Eising Greenhouses and Garden Centre.
• THE YOUNG/MCCALL/SMITH house on the main street of
Vittoria, directly opposite the old Town Hall. The Georgian style
house was built by Peter Young, one of the first local settlers, in
the late 1840s and was originally part of a store. The curved
staircase was built by Norfolk cabinetmaker Archibald Reid. At
one time it housed a cooper’s business, and the original chain by
which barrels were lowered from the upper floor to the street
level can still be seen under the front overhang. The house
remained in the Young/McCall families until 1963. It is now

South Coast Visions: Is it a
quilt exhibit or an art show?
– adapted from an article by Marg Werden in the Norfolk Hub
Anyone who attended the South Coast Quilters Showcase at
the Vittoria Community Centre may be excused if they thought they
had walked into an art gallery. “South Coast Visions” featured more
than 200 quilted items ranging from king-size quilts to miniatures to
wall hangings, home décor and clothing.
“Although not everything will be for sale, a number of quilts
will be available for purchase at the show,” explained Lynda
Adams, a member of the show’s organizing committee. The show
is a joint venture for the two guilds active in Norfolk: the Norfolk
County Quilters’ Guild (known as the “day” guild as it meets on the
first Tuesday of the month at the Vittoria & District Community
Centre at 1 p.m.) and the Twilight Quilters’ Guild of Norfolk County
(known as the “night” guild because it meets in the evening at the
Research Station on Blueline Road at 7 p.m. on the second
Monday of the month.)
“Both guilds are non-profit groups, so any money that we
make at the show will be divided between the two guilds and used
for community projects,” said Diane Carruthers. “We make quilts
and donate them to the community and people, such as victims of
fire, who need them. Last year, we donated more than 100 quilts to
the Children’s Aid Society so that every child in their care received
a quilt. We’ve also donated quilts to Holmes House and the
women’s shelter and last year we donated more than $1,000 to the
Norfolk General Hospital mammogram fundraising campaign.”
Although quilting has a long history dating back to the time of
ancient Egypt and earlier, it is far from being a dying art. “The day
guild started in 1984 and includes quilters of all levels from novice
to experienced,” Diane stated. “We range in age from 28 to the
mid-80s, and although we have no men in the day guild, there is a
male member of the night guild. Membership in the day guild is
over 100 and the night guild has had to cap their membership at 65
because of space limitations, and there is a waiting list for
membership in that guild.”
Members of the guilds are more than happy to share their
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Ginger Stanley, President of the Norfolk Twilight Quilters Guild,
presented 276 pillowcases, made as part of the “Make a
Pillowcase, Make a Difference” challenge, to Brad Scoyne,
Camp Trillium's Staff Administrator.

Quilters Lynda Adams (on left) and Diane Carruthers both had
quilts on display at “South Coast Visions” at the
Vittoria & District Community Centre
knowledge and experience with novice quilters. “When I moved
here a few years ago, I was very apprehensive about sewing, but a
neighbour took me to a meeting and now, here I am, a quilter,”
Lynda said. “The guilds offer a variety of workshops to teach
quilting techniques and are very nurturing environments for learning
the art.”
And art is really what quilting is. “What appeals to people
about quilting is very personal,” Lynda explained. “For me, it
s the colours. Every single project you work on is unique and it’s
a happy thing to do.”
“Some members are more interested in art quilts than others,
but it is a new way for artists to express their inner art,” Diane
stated. “A lot of quilted pieces are used as wall art. Although
traditionally cotton was the material used to make quilts, now just
about anything goes. There are so many things you can do with
quilting and, as the saying goes, ‘there are not quilting police.’
Perfection is not the goal; having fun is. Membership in the guilds is
$30 a year and guests are welcome to attend a meeting for a $5
fee to see what we’re all about.”
South Coast Visions is an opportunity for Norfolk’s quilters to
share their visions with the public. “Every project starts as a vision,”
Lynda said, “Although you may not always end up where you think
you’re going to.”
The quilt show was a great opportunity to get out on Mother’s
Day weekend. The event included draws, a tea room, vendors and
a boutique. “The tea room also featured the work of award-winning
Quilter of Distinction, Iris Morgan,” Lynda said. “She is an
extremely talented quilter, now in her 80s. It gives me chills to see
her work, it’s so beautiful and she only started quilting when she
retired and was in her 60s.” Also on display was the
Haldimand/Norfolk Children’s Charter Quilt.

make pillowcases and although we got off to a slow start, we have
been very successful and we should be proud of ourselves.”
Brad Scoyne, Camp Trillium Staff Administrator, was on hand
to accept the pillowcases and thanked the Guild for their efforts.
“Thank you for your dedication and help. The many bright colours
are amazing and I know the kids will love them. We have more than
3,000 kids participate in our programs on a yearly basis and I thank
you for helping bring smiles to our campers’ faces.”
“I hope the kids will enjoy the pillowcases as much as we had
fun making them,” Janice said.
The “Make a Pillowcase, Make a Difference” challenge, which
runs throughout the year, has already had more than 75,000
pillowcases donated internationally.

Jim Cruise says his gardens
“best they have ever been”
– adapted from an article by Marg Werden in the Port Dover
Maple Leaf
nJim Cruise has been a gardener most of his life, but the
85-year-old says this year he has the best garden he’s ever seen.
“We had lots of moisture last year and we haven’t suffered this
year either,” he adds. “The azaleas and rhododendrons are the
best they’ve ever been, and the great blue hostas have never been
bluer. Most plants are blooming about two to four weeks earlier
than normal.”
Jim’s garden on Highway 6 east of the Halfway will be one of
eight featured on the Norfolk Heritage Garden Tour. Many plants
visitors would expect to see at that time may be past their prime
blooming period, but the Cruise garden will certainly not disappoint.
The site that has been tended to by the expert hands of Jim for 13
years has good bones, and everything seems to thrive under the
high canopy of a stand of aging pine trees.
This plant master grows a number of uncommon herbaceous
plants, trees and shrubs and has a collection of 50 or 60 different
varieties of hosta. It is unfortunate that not all who visit will have the
joy of a one-on-one tour with Jim, but on this reporter’s visit he
pointed out some of the highlights to watch for.
Just past an ornamental pond where gold fish swim, the railing
of his back deck is embraced by a huge male Kiwi vine grown for its
outstanding foliage. The leaves of this plant unfurl green in the
spring, with the tips changing to white and then pink.
Visitors will appreciate that many of Jim’s plants are labelled, so
as they wander along the soft pine needle paths they will be able to
identify plants such as a Paulonia Tree, named for a Polish
princess that boasts purple flowers before the leaves come out, or
a Dawn Redwood cultivar called ‘Gold Rush’. Jim explains that after

Quilters donate pillowcases to
Camp Trillium
– adapted from an article by Marg Werden in the Norfolk Hub
Members of the Norfolk Twilight Quilters Guild answered the
call of the American Patchwork and Quilting magazine challenge to
“Make a Pillowcase, Make a Difference” by donating 276
pillowcases to Camp Trillium.
The goal of the challenge is to make one million pillowcases to
be donated to local charities and make a difference in the
community by providing comfort to a cancer patient, hope for a
foster child, encouragement at a woman’s shelter, or beauty for a
nursing home resident.
Janice Youngson, Guild member in charge of organizing the
event, told the other members, “In October, you were challenged to
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Jim Cruise ... and Rob Says Goodbye
Rob Blake calls it a day
– adapted from an article by Jacob Robinson in the Simcoe
Reformer

Jim Cruise stands beside two pine tree trunks covered with
Climbing Hydrangeas, one of the many outstanding features on a
property featured on the Norfolk Heritage Garden Tour.
World War II four botanists were taken to see the ancient tree
discovered in central China. In 1948 the University of Toronto
acquired 12 seeds and since then several cultivars have been
developed.
You might need Jim to point out a unique Twinleaf Jeffersonia
Diphilla that has a capsule with a hinged hood which, when the
seeds mature, flies open to distribute them, or a rare ginger that
flowers from spring to fall. The latter is tucked near the cages of
another one of Jim’s passions – feathered friends such as
peacocks, doves, golden quail and pheasants.
Wandering along past a beautiful limestone slab bench, Jim
points out the fossils embedded in its surface, and nearby he
reaches out to touch the leaves of a Tulip Tree seedling which
arrived mysteriously in his garden.
He thinks it may have come in with some mulch as the closest
parent tree would be at the Port Dover Cemetery.
One cannot miss Climbing Hydrangeas that wind their way up
the trunks of at least six of the tall pines, and of course at every turn
there seems to be a hosta. Grown. for its spectacular foliage, the
plants in this garden have leaves that are a foot or more broad such
as the aptly named ‘Guacamole’ to one called ‘Praying Hands’, a
dwarf with long slender leaves that curl inward. Of course, Jim
knows the story that goes with many of the origins – a tiny
‘Pandora’s Box’ was donated to the Canadian Hosta Society in
1996 after being auctioned for $600 each in the U.S.!
I couldn’t help but ask if Jim had a problem with slugs, the
nemesis of any gardener who grows hostas. Apparently, the slimy
pests don’t like pine needles.
The Norfolk Heritage Garden Tour was presented by the Norfolk
Historical Society and Eising Greenhouse & Garden Centre.

The calm and silky smooth style of play that defined Rob
Blake’s 20-year NHL career carried over to his retirement
ceremony.
The Simcoe native, Stanley Cup champion, Olympic gold
medalist, Norris Trophy winner, seven time All-Star and future hall
of famer said goodbye to the game at a press conference at the HP
Pavilion in San Jose Friday.
The 40-year-old Sharks captain hinted after the team’s third
round loss to the Chicago Blackhawks that he was leaning towards
hanging up his skates, but waited to make it official until after the
season Cup final was complete.
“I was fortunate to play 20 years in the National Hockey League,
but today I have to announce my retirement. It’s not a bad thing, I
was very fortunate to spend a lot of time with some great players,”
Rob told the throng of media, family members, former teammates
and San Jose organization members gathered.
“Obviously the teams that I played on, the Los Angeles Kings,
the Colorado Avalanche and the San Jose Sharks gave me the
opportunity to live out a life-long dream.”
Rob thanked everyone in all three of the organizations,
including those behind the scenes – team doctors, trainers and
coaching staff.
“It’s been quite an honour and I’ve enjoyed every minute of it,”
he said.
Sharks general manager Doug Wilson said he’d been trying for
five seasons to acquire Rob Blake, and it was certainly worth the
wait to do so.
“We tried to acquire him for so many reasons,” Doug said. “He’s
an elite level player, but he’s got a blue collar heartbeat.”
An all-star cast was on hand, including current Sharks Joe
Thornton, Patrick Marleau, Devin Setoguchi and goaltender
Evgeni Nabokov.
Making the trip from Los Angeles was Kings assistant coach
and Waterford native Nelson Emerson, and former Kings
teammates Tony Granato and Glen Murray, and Rob’s immediate
family, including wife Brandi.
Before the man of the
hour spoke, Doug Wilson
touched on the importance of
family.
“Brandi I’m really glad
you’re here,” he said to Rob’s
wife seated in the front row.
“You guys got married in
what? 1998. He won the
Norris, couple years after
that, wins the Stanley Cup
and a gold medal – you
probably should’ve married
her earlier.
“The other thing that
really stands out is the father
son trip to Nashville and
Robert, I know, is one of
Blakie’s idols. We had all the
dads there, played a game in
Chicago that was a little shaky and in Nashville the next night, we
win, and it was his dad’s 74th birthday. After the game we had all
the players and all the coaches present him with the game puck,
and I’ll tell you, to see the love and respect between father and son
was amazing. It was real ... and If you know anything about this
guy, he’s real.”
Rob saved his final “thank you” for those closest to him.
“I wouldn’t be able to sit here unless I thanked my mother and
father,” he said. “My family back home for their love and support
over the years and also a very special thanks, Doug talked on it,
and a big turning point in my career ... and he was right on there,
was when I met my wife. Things have taken off since then, we’ve
raised two kids and a lot of that is from the opportunity to play in the
NHL”
Rob Blake finishes as the NHL’s 10th leading scorer among
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Jim Cruise, and Rob Says Goodbye
defencemen with 240. He
amassed 777 points, his 136
powerplay goals as a
blueliner are third all time and
he leaves the game having
been a champion as both a
member of Team Canada
and the Avalanche. Members
of both organizations had
special messages for the
former Bowling Green star.
“It wasn’t just the way you
played the game on the ice,
it’s the way you represented
yourself Rob,* Hockey
Canada president Bob
Nicholson said via a phone
call. “You have so many
young boys and girls now
throughout North America
that see you as a great role
model.”
Former Avalanche captain and hall of famer Joe Sakic
delivered a video message from his home in Colorado.
“To see what you do to prepare for every game, I realized how
great you were and why you were so great for so many years. You
won it all, you’ve done it all and you must be so proud of yourself
for that,” said Joe.
“That ‘01 Cup year, it doesn’t happen without your leadership,
and without your great play ... I’m proud to say that I had an
opportunity to play with Rob Blake.”
Rob said he began to see the end was near as this season
wore on, and that he will take some time before making a decision
on what career path to travel next, aside from coaching his son’s
squirt team.
“Yeah I’ve already been signed up, but I’ve got the assistant job,
not the head job quite yet,” Rob joked.
“I think we’re going to spend some time with the family and kind
of recharge the batteries. Twenty years takes its toll and it does
take some time to get back.
“With the physical and mental (factors), this is the right time. I’ve
enjoyed this for 20 years, but it’s time to move on.”

hockey. First of all I’m happy
to know he isn’t going to be
pounded to death every
night, that’s coming from a
parent’s perspective,” he
laughed.
“He’s been to some really
great places and some very
well run organizations and
been surrounded by some
great people.”
Sharks general manager
Doug Wilson spoke of the
team’s father-son trip last
season, where Rob, his
father and the team shared a
special moment.
“I was just there to have
fun, it was just a wonderful
trip, they treated us like
royalty,” said Robert. “The organization found out it was my 74th
birthday, so they decided to do something, so they gathered up the
game sheet and the game puck and presented it to me. I still have
them up on my shelf and every once in a while I look up at them
and smile.”
There’s been a plethora of highlights during Rob’s career, some
of which were shown during a video montage the Sharks put
together, but one February afternoon tops them all.
“Probably the 2002 Olympic gold medal would be Number One,
and the Stanley Cup is right there too,” said Russell. “And his very
first game, I think they had a shot of him in his first game in the
video clip they showed, and man did he ever look young. Now he’s
the old man and it’s the
changing of the guard. When
they played against Chicago
... Patrick Kane was one
year old when Rob played his
first game.”
Rob’s decision to retire
will leave him a variety of
options on what to do next.
The future hall of famer said
he’ll take some time to
recharge before jumping into
anything, but his family
believes it won’t take long
before he’s back at the rink in
some capacity.
“I think so, that’s been his
whole life so far. You do the
same thing every day for 20
years ... to all of a sudden
stop is tough,” said Russell. “I
think he’ll take a few months
then squeak his way back in
there.”

Blake Family has many fond
memories
– adapted from an article by Jacob Robinson in the Simcoe
Reformer
Friday was a bittersweet day for Simcoe hockey fans, as a local
and Canadian hockey legend waved goodbye to the game he
loves.
As a 40-year-old, Rob Blake could’ve hung on for another year
or two with the San Jose Sharks, but the Simcoe native knew
towards the end of this NHL season that it would be his last.
Following a defeat at the hands of the Chicago Blackhawks in
the Western Conference final, Rob officially announced his
retirement in June. Back home, the decision was met with a variety
of emotions.
“It was very emotional, the whole day was,” said Rob’s mother,
Sandra. “It’s a difficult time because he’s been there for such a long
time, but he and (wife) Brandi have a lot of support around them.”
That support came in waves at HP Pavilion in San Jose where Rob
made the announcement. In attendance was Sharks coach Todd
McLellan.
“I was proud of him. There was one line about him being from a
small town. There were guys like Joe Sakic and Bob Nicholson
that spoke, all these world class people,” said Russell Blake,
Rob’s brother. “Pretty good for a small town kid from rural Ontario.”
Though his son played in nearly 1,300 games in the world’s
best league, Rob’s dad Bob is still very much a hockey parent at
heart.
“Anytime there’s an end to something, it isn’t pretty, but he’s
had a wonderful 21-year career and he’s done a lot of things in

nJim Wies was having a terrible time, walking around

with his mouth open, gasping for breath and his eyes
popping out. He went to a doctor who told him he had
just six weeks to live. With that bad news, he decided to
spend all his money. He bought a new car, a boat,
and paid for a month-long cruise. When he went in
to buy new clothes for the cruise, he told the clerk
he wanted a dozen shirts, size 14 neck, 30 sleeves.
“You'd better let me measure that neck size,” said the
salesman. “Just as I thought. You need a size 16 collar.
If you wore a 14 you'd be going around with your mouth
open, gasping for breath and with your eyes popping out.”
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Giant Pumpkin Grower ... and Volunteer Service Awards
tonight,” said Colleen Moran, Ontario Honours and Awards
Secretariat program lead and emcee for the evening, “We have a
total of 1,763 years of service. That’s a tremendous
accomplishment and a wonderful legacy for your community and
shows you are part of the long tradition of volunteerism in this
province.”
The Volunteer Service Awards program, administered by the
Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration, has honoured the
thousands of people who generously contribute their time as
volunteers across Ontario for the past 24 years. “We are proud of
the success of this program,” Ms. Moran stated. “From a handful of
ceremonies in 1986, we are now up to 47 this year. Volunteers
contribute to the health of our communities and make them a better
place to live. Helping others is important and volunteers are the
cornerstones of our communities.”
Dr. Eric Hoskins, Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, and
MPP Toby Barrett, were on hand to present the awards. In his
remarks to the recipients, Dr. Hoskins recalled that his own
volunteerism began with one of Vittoria’s best-known volunteers.
“nRoger Cruickshank was my math teacher in Grade 9 and he
was the one person besides my parents who was a mentor to me.
He set me on the path on which I embarked, by his example. Roger
always went above and beyond and committed so much time to his
students.”
Dr. Hoskins continued by saying that volunteering is the most
rewarding thing we can do for our community, friends, neighbours
and families. “We owe a great debt to Ontario’s volunteers for
helping our communities,” he said. “Thank you to our unsung
heroes, our volunteers.”
Among the many people honoured at the ceremony were a
number of youth volunteers who have given at least two years of
service of an organization. “It is important to recognize our
volunteers of tomorrow,” said Dr. Hoskins, “Because they are vital
to our future. We need to encourage them to become ambassadors
and models of how powerful young people can be in effecting
change.”
Haldimand-Norfolk MPP Toby Barrett was on hand to
congratulate Ontario Volunteer Service Award recipients.

Ken Armstrong, Giant pumpkin
producer
– adapted from an article by Monte Sonnenberg in the Simcoe
Reformer
Ken Armstrong of Vittoria travelled the world and rubbed
shoulders with celebrities thanks to his skill at growing giant
pumpkins.
He got seriously involved with pumpkins in the 1990s. Things
really began happening for him in the fall of 1997 when he led a
convoy of 20 locals to the annual weigh-off at the Byward Market in
Ottawa.
Ken was at the wheel of a pickup truck pulling four pumpkins
weighing more than 3,000 pounds. Fellow grower nGeorge Lloyd
of Green’s Comers says the 1,100-kilometre round-trip was a
memorable one.
“I don’t know how we got there and back,” George said. “It was
really something. When he drove down Hamilton Mountain, he
never slowed down after that. He ran over a few pylons along the
way and hit the curb a few times. When we were going down the
401, people were turning around and gawking at the pumpkins.”
As it happened, it was worth the drive to Ottawa. George’s
935-pound pumpkin won first prize while an 800-pounder grown by
Ken Armstrong came third. A Japanese export firm offered tours
of Japan as prizes to the top three growers. Ken took them up on
the offer.
In a later interview, Ken said the Japanese were mesmerized by
the size of his pumpkin.
At the final stop of the tour, the pumpkin was chopped into little
pieces and handed out to curious shoppers in a crowded mall.
George Lloyd and Deanna his wife, who placed second in
Ottawa, didn’t go to Japan. But they distributed seed from their
935-pounder because that was a big pumpkin at the time. A seed
from George’s pumpkin sprouted by Ken Armstrong was turned
over to Gary Burke of Jericho, who went on to produce a
world-record pumpkin weighing 1,092 pounds in the fall of 1998.
The pumpkin earned Gary and Ken an invitation to the Regis &
Kathie Lee show in New York City. Joyce Armstrong was
surprised and a little disappointed when her husband didn’t take the
stage with Gary.
“I asked him why he didn’t come out and he said ‘It wasn’t my
pumpkin, so I stayed back in the Green Room and talked to Bo
Derek,” she said Wednesday.
Ken Armstrong died at home from complications of pulmonary
fibrosis. He was 78. Ken was a mentor to new growers in recent
years. He also sold giant pumpkins to mall operators for their fall
cornucopia displays.
Ken was born in Port Rowan. He left school in Grade 8 but
received a technical education as a member of the Royal Canadian
Air Force. He was a mechanic at CFB Trenton when the Second
World War ended.
He was a hard worker, sometimes holding down three jobs at a
time. He was manager of the Commercial Hotel in Port Dover
before becoming a machinist at Jax Moulds in Simcoe, where he
worked for 27 years. He also served as a long-haul trucker for the
food processing company Kolbe’s in Port Dover. He met Joyce in
1955 while the pair were working at a shoe factory in Port Dover
that was located at the site of the present Len’s Mill Store.
Ken Armstrong passed away on June 7, 2010.

Ontario’s new Minister of Citizenship & Immigration, Dr. Eric
Hoskins was on hand at the Vittoria & District Community Centre to
deliver the keynote address and congratulate the Norfolk and
Haldimand recipients of the Ontario Volunteer Service awards.

Volunteers build communities

Several recipients were honoured for decades of service to an
organization. Folks among them with a Vittoria connection included
were the following:

– This article includes excerpts from a story written by Marg
Werden for the Port Dover Maple Leaf,
– It also includes information from the Ontario Ministry of
Citizenship and Immigration

nMarian Bezzo
10 Years
nRon Bezzo
10 Years
nCharlotte Donaldson 10 Years
nOni Maclachlan
10 Years
nJoan Norman
10 Years
nGinger Stanley
10 Years

On Wednesday, June 9, almost 150 local volunteers, from teens
to seniors, were recognized for the hundreds of hours of service
they have dedicated to local organizations at the Ontario Volunteer
Service Awards ceremony held at the Vittoria & District Community
Centre.
“If we add up all the years of service represented in this room
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Vittoria & District Foundation
Vittoria & District Foundation
Vittoria & District Foundation
Vittoria & District Foundation
Vittoria & District Foundation
Vittoria & District Foundation

Ontario Volunteer Service Awards
Brian Davies
David McKibbon
nFrances Pye
Earl Ritchie
Fran Ritchie

5 Years
5 Years
5 Years
5 Years
5 Years

Vittoria Lamport Club
Vittoria Lamport Club
Vittoria Lamport Club
Vittoria Lamport Club
Vittoria Lamport Club

Ron and Marian Bezzo of The Vittoria & District Foundation

David McKibbon of the Vittoria Lamport Club

Charlotte Donaldson of The Vittoria & District Foundation

Frances Pye of the Vittoria Lamport Club

Ginger Stanley of The Vittoria & District Foundation
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Sheila Baker
Debbie Cole
Ethel Cox
Julie Fitch
Kim Smith

5 Years
10 Years
5 Years
5 Years
5 Years

Lioness Club - Vittoria
Lioness Club - Vittoria
Lioness Club - Vittoria
Lioness Club - Vittoria
Lioness Club - Vittoria

nJean Fussee

10 Years

nHoward Goode

10 Years

nCraig Smith

10 Years

Agricultural Society - Norfolk
County (Norfolk County Fair)
Agricultural Society - Norfolk
County (Norfolk County Fair)
Agricultural Society - Norfolk
County (Norfolk County Fair)

nPaula McConnachie 10 Years

Alzheimer Society of
Haldimand Norfolk

Marg Werden

Horticultural Society - Port
Dover/Woodhouse

5 Years

Ontario Volunteer Service Awards 2010
Editorial p.s. to the OVSA
The Ontario Volunteer Service Awards honour the thousands of
people who generously contribute their time as volunteers across
Ontario. These awards are an important way to recognize
volunteers who have provided service over many years.
Volunteers play a very important role in our quality of life. They
help to build safe, caring and vital communities, and donate their
time to help others. In fact, Ontarians donate more than five million
hours of their time each year to organizations and communities
across the province.
The Vittoria & District Foundation has been honoured by being
selected to host this annual Awards Ceremony for Norfolk and
Haldimand at the Vittoria & District Community Centre on a number
of occasions (8 times now, I think).
I have had the distinct pleasure of attending every previous
celebration held here (usually as a nominator, occasionally as a
nominee, and once, believe it or not as a keynote speaker).
Sadly, in 2010 I knew that my health had not improved enough
for me to attend. So I was just sort of moping around at home,
feeling sorry I would miss the ceremony.
At about 7:00 pm Twila and I heard a light knock on the front
door. Imagine my surprise and delight at seeing the smiling face of
our guest – a long-time and very dear friend, an excellent former
student and an outstanding former employee, Eric Hoskins.
I knew that Dr. Eric Hoskins had won a by-election in Toronto
in 2009, but I had not heard that he was recently appointed Minister
of Citizenship & Immigration for the Ontario government. This is the
Ministry which administers the OVSA, and Eric was in Vittoria to
deliver the keynote address.
I know that usually, the Minister has such heavy responsibilities
that he has time to attend few, if any, of the awards ceremonies
(there were 47 spread across the province this year). Eric told me
that he had specifically requested to come to the one at Vittoria.
We enjoyed our few minutes together, reminiscing and catching
up on things, and then Eric had to excuse himself to get to the
ceremony (it wouldn’t be right for the guest speaker to be late).
I asked Eric to say “Hello” for me to my friends Colleen Moran
and Eva Salter, and express my regrets at not being able to attend.
Twila and I felt honoured that Eric had stopped in for a brief visit.
Imagine my surprise to be told the next day that Eric had said
some very nice things about us in his keynote address. I really don’t
know exactly what he did say ... reports varied from “he said a few
nice words about you”, to “he threw out his entire prepared speech
and gave a 15-minute eulogy for you”. (By the way, we did have a
couple of friends drop in the next day for a “visitation”).
Anyway, we wish to thank Eric for whatever it was he said about
us, and thanks too, for his surprise visit.

Joan Johnstone, Marian Bezzo, Marg Walker and Elizabeth Barath
of Woodhouse United Church
Elizabeth Barath
nMarian Bezzo
nJoan Johnstone
Ina Lipsit
Lynn Stone
Margaret Walker

10 Years
10 Years
10 Years
5 Years
10 Years
5 Years

Woodhouse United Church
Woodhouse United Church
Woodhouse United Church
Woodhouse United Church
Woodhouse United Church
Woodhouse United Church

Dr. Eric Hoskins - Minister of
Citizenship and Immigration
Dr. Eric Hoskins was elected MPP for the Toronto riding of St.
Paul’s in 2009 and appointed Minister of Citizenship and
Immigration in 2010.
Eric is a renowned humanitarian, practising family doctor, loving
husband and father — and a proud Ontarian. He has a long and
dedicated record of public service. After finishing his medical
studies at McMaster and Oxford, he spent more than a decade
doing humanitarian work as a doctor in war-torn regions.
He later advised then-Foreign Affairs Minister Lloyd Axworthy
on such issues as human
rights, the landmines ban,
child soldiers, peacekeeping,
and Africa. Struck by his
overseas experiences, Eric
co-founded the international
charity War Child Canada to
help children in war-affected
regions.
For his dedication and
service, Eric has received
awards and accolades
including the Order of
Canada and the United
Nations Lester B. Pearson
Peace Medal. He was also
recognized as one of
Canada’s five leading
activists by Time magazine.
Eric is married to Dr.
Samantha Nutt, and they
have a four-year old son,
Rhys.

www.vittoria.on.ca
– contributed by Webmaster Melynda Norman-Lee
What’s new with your Vittoria website?
1. Different layout. Change is good. Keeping it fresh.
2. Different colours. To catch the eye.
3. Different pictures. For those that missed the Auction in
March, for those that want to see what’s new in their village.
4. Different maintenance. Helping a friend.
5. Different details. We’re trying. The history is there. We’d like
to share current information too.
To help, please send information about your Vittoria, your
organization or your ideas to vittoriafoundation@rogers.com.
This includes events, parties, fundraisers, etc. We’d like to keep
things changing.

Dr. Kennedy asked his patient nJim Melville, "Which do
you want first, the good news or the bad news?"
"The good news, I guess" said Jim.
Dr. Kennedy replied, "You're about to have
a disease named after you."
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V&DF News ... and Wrapping it up
Cathy Kay heard about the youth’s plan. She told the
congregation, “his grandpa has cancer, Daniel, we are very proud
of you.” He replied, “I don’t know what I’ll look like after the haircut.”
He is a grade 9 student at SCS.
A friend of Daniel’s mother, Jill Lamb of Port Dover cut the
teen’s long hair on December 11 in her home salon.
Daniel’s parents are nBob and nAnne Winter.

V&DF now a Registered
Charity on eBay
– contributed by eBay Specialist Melynda Norman-Lee
Not able to attend the Spaghetti Supper and Auction in March
but still want to support the Vittoria & District Foundation?
Want to watch your contribution raise money for a worthy cause
from anywhere in the world?
Now you can! The V&DF is now participating on eBay!!!!
For those who aren’t sure, eBay is an online auction website,
self-labelled as the world’s online marketplace – a place for buyers
and sellers to come together and trade almost anything! eBay
started as a place to trade collectables and hard-to-find items. It
has developed into a marketplace where you can find anything from
cell phones and DVDs to clothing, collectables and cars. It’s a silent
auction where the buyers can be anywhere in the world, so long as
they have access to a computer. The fun part is seeing what great
deals there are to be made, regardless of where you live.
Since January, the VD&F has been a registered charity seller
with eBay - and raised almost $400 in the first three months – a
great beginning! With your contributions, we could raise even more
– and we could do it all year long!!

Wrapping it up!
This issue, #27 of the Vittoria Booster is
considerably longer than the norm, usually 20 pages.
Part of the reason is that some of these stories and
articles and photos were originally clipped for use in
issue #26. nTracy Haskett had the publication of issue
#26 thrust upon her at the last minute, with a very
short timeline, and did an excellent job with limited
resources and no time allowed for advance planning.
She had very little information on what I planned to
use in issue #26, and it is remarkable that, given the
emergency situation, she was still able to produce a
great newsletter. Sincere thanks to Tracy.

There is an “about me” page to be found at ...
http://members.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewUserPage&user
id=vittoria_district_foundation

We have been known to occasionally make
mistakes. As time goes by, we seem to do that more and
more often. We apologize for all errors and omissions.

... which is where you can see all the wonderful things people
are saying about us. And see what items are currently being
auctioned off.
Keep your eyes open for a gift certificate for the Turkey Point
Hotel, for a hand-painted gourd and closer to Christmas, a vintage
version of a favourite story, “Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer”...
and we’re not sure what else.
So now, when you donate items to the Vittoria & District
Foundation, it could be listed in an eBay auction, and it could end
up anywhere in the world!!
If you have questions or suggestions about the VD&F on eBay,
please send a note to vittoriafoundation@rogers.com.

Items in this newsletter are often excerpted or
adapted from the local newspapers (Simcoe Reformer,
Norfolk Hub, Port Dover Maple Leaf,
Times-Reformer) and other publications, and we thank
them and their writers.
Thank you to all contributors of photos, articles and
other materials – nMary Cable, nDoug Cruickshank,
Bill Dampier, nJohn Donaldson, Earl Hartlen,
nMelynda Norman-Lee, Daniel Pearce, nLois
Porteous, Jacob Robinson, Cathy and Jim Schott,
Monica and Dave Scott, Barbara Simpson, nGertrude
Smith, Monte Sonnenberg, Lyn Tremblay, nLinda
Vancso, Marg and Frank Walker, Marg Werden,
nFrances Winter, Helen Young; The Port Dover
Maple Leaf, The Norfolk Hub, The Times-Reformer,
The Simcoe Reformer, The Simcoe Lions Club Show
Program and the worldwide web.

Teen grows and then cuts his
hair for ‘Wigs for Kids’
– adapted from a story in the Port Dover Maple Leaf
A 13-year-old Vittoria youth let his hair grow uncut for a
year-and-a-half until its length reached 13 inches ... down to his
shoulders.
Daniel Winter heard about ‘Wigs for Kids’ with cancer and hair
loss due to treatments so he decided he would let his hair grow
until it reached the minimum length requirement of 12 inches.
There are two other parts to Daniel’s ‘Wigs for Kids’ project. He
accepted cash pledges to go
along with his long black hair
destined to become children’s
wigs. Pledges were made by
calling his home at 519
426-6211 or to family
members attending Knox
Presbyterian Church on
Sunday mornings.
The third part of this story
is the money donated was
given to the Juravinski
Cancer Centre in Hamilton
because that is where his
Daniel Winter purposely grew his grandfather nAlan Winter
hair more than 12" long so his locks recently began treatments.
Daniel was singled out in
could be used to make wigs for
a Sunday morning service in
children with cancer.
Knox Church when Rev.

Thank you to nLarry Cable and nJohn Donaldson
and their amazing crew of volunteers for stuffing and
labelling the envelopes containing the newsletters, and
for distributing a number of them. Thanks to Sheelagh
McFarlane and nMary Rutherford for stamping and
mailing the Vittoria Booster envelopes.
Anyone who wishes to contribute an article for the
next Vittoria Booster, please contact Roger. All
contributed items welcome, even Letters to the Editor!
The Vittoria & District Foundation
P.O. Box 45 Vittoria, Ontario N0E 1W0
519-426-0234
godfather@kwic.com or twilac@kwic.com
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Auction Candids

Renowned Stainless Steel Sculptor Alec Godden was on hand to
observe and enjoy the 2010 V&DF Auction. His stunning sculpture
of a mother owl and 3 chicks was admired by all, and coveted by a
few who bid enthusiastically for his artwork. Thank you, Alec!

A sellout once again! For the fourteenth consecutive year, the
2010 Vittoria & District Foundation’s Spaghetti Dinner & Auction
welcomed and entertained a sellout crowd of over
300 excited patrons. A survey was circulated with
nearly 50% of those in attendance responding.
The results were very gratifying with respondents
scoring the overall presentation at well over 90%!

Lead Auctioneer Lyle Smith solicited generous bids from the crowd.
Lyle was assisted on-mike or on-stage by Warren Burger, Tom
Haskett, Barb Boyko and Roger Cruickshank Jr.
nLarry and nBrenda Assel bought a new car and were
enjoying their first ride in it until a motorcycle cop stopped
them and suggested a visit to the local judge.
“He was doing sixty miles per hour,” reported the cop.
“Nonsense,” declared Larry. “I never got above forty.”
Brenda put in her two cents' worth at this point,
“He wasn't going faster than twenty-five,” she averred.
nRegina Lambert, who had been riding in the back seat
added, “I'd say we were virtually at a standstill
when this officer came along.”
The magistrate threw up his hands and cried, “Stop
right now ... before you folks back into something.”

Alec Godden’s outstanding Stainless steel Sculpture of a mother
Owl and her 3 owl chicks in a nest, once again brought
the highest price of any of the auctioned items.
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Potpourri

BARBARA SIMPSON Times-Reformer
Abbey McGuire, of Vittoria, was a local nominee for the 2009
Ontario Junior Citizen of the Year awards. The Grade 11 Simcoe
Composite School student is currently a junior counsellor with the
CHAMP program through the War Amps and involved in local
musical productions. The annual awards are coordinated through
the Ontario Community Newspapers Association.

Nursing Award of Excellence
Congratulations to this year’s Norfolk General Hospital Nursing
Award of Excellence recipient Leila Mair RN, of Kitchen Road,
Vittoria who was chosen by her peers. Leila is seen by others as a
leader in the Nursing practice community. She often demonstrates
collaborative practice with RNs and RPNs alike. She is enthusiastic
about her profession and is an excellent resource for others.
Nurses ultimately help to make a difference in patient care at NGH.
Thank you, Leila for your dedication!

Volunteers at the M&M Meat Shop barbecue to support
Crohn’s & Colitis research.
Franchisee Joe Keller with son Kevin and daughter Nikita helped
Simcoe’s M&M Meat Shop once again be the top fundraising
franchise in Canada for Crohn’s and Colitis research.

The way I see it, if you want the rainbow,
you gotta put up with the rain - Dolly Parton
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Potpourri

DANIEL PEARCE Simcoe Reformer
Tom Millar of Turkey Point (left) and his wife Muriel were honoured
at the Annual Awards Luncheon for the Crimestoppers of
Haldimand, Norfolk and Tillsonburg, Tom is a longtime member of
the local Crimestoppers board and is stepping down. With them is
board member Ken Schaus of Selkirk.

Interested bargain hunters surveyed hundreds of miscellaneous
items displayed for auction at the former Vittoria residence of the
late Eva and Alfred Swing in June of 2010.

MONTE SONNENBERG - Times-Reformer
Karen Johnstone of King’s Flower & Garden provided a preview of
the decorating vignettes participants in the Simcoe Rotary Club’s
7th Annual Holiday House Tour last November. King’s decorated
the Culverdene House on Highway 24 south for the Tour.

At an inter-denominational service a few years ago,
pastor George Watt asked his congregation,
“What would you like people to say
when you're in your casket?”
nRay Waldick said, “I’d like them to say I helped people.”
nGary Cooper said, “I’d like them to say I was
a fine family man.”
nRay Danley responded, “I’d like them to say,
‘Look! I think he's moving!’”

MONTE SONNENBERG - Simcoe Reformer
Helping put exhibits in place for last winter’s Simcoe Panorama
were Norfolk Community Services workers Roger Cruickshank
and Kaitlynn Mauthe at left, and Chris Swarts and Candice Bouw
at right

Live so that when you tell someone you are a Christian,
it confirms their suspicions instead of surprises them.
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Coming Events ... Message from the V&DF

IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM THE V&DF EXECUTIVE
The Executive members of The Vittoria & District Foundation, including Chairman; Treasurer; Assistant
Treasurer; Secretary; Recording Secretary; Chairs of the Boosters Committee, Events Committee, Heritage
Committee, Membership Committee and Website; as well as Conveners of the Spaghetti Dinner and Auction,
and online Auction; are all unpaid volunteers. We have no paid employees.
Their workloads vary, but some work hundreds of hours each year to keep the Foundation moving
forward.
We have two simple requests that all members can do, to simplify the work for these volunteers.
1. One way is to fill out and return your own membership application forms, including whether or not
an Income Tax receipt is needed. This has to be done for the ‘paper trail’ required. Thankfully, a
great many members already do this. Receipts for membership will be provided only if requested.
2. The Auditors have also suggested that we ask all members to renew by cheque, or by credit or debit
card, if possible. This too, will provide that easy-to-follow ‘paper trail’ the Auditors need.
We have invited the Auditors to attend the next Trustees meeting to address any other suggestions for
changes in the future. We will try to keep everyone informed if future changes are required.
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